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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Members of the Calloway
County Fiscal Court have
authorized the purchase of four
new tractors for the county road
department that may see their
first use helping to clear snow
from county roadways this winter.
During a special-called meeting in Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins office Monday morning,
magistrates voted to approve a
bid from McKeel Equipment ofMurray for the vehicles at a cost
of $27,109 each. Transportation
Committee Chairman Bobby C.
Stubblefield, Third District
magistrate, said McKeel's put in
the low bid and was recommended for approval.
Elkins said the county
received two other bids, however McKeel's bid was said to
meet all specifications sought
by the county. Magistrates
authorized Calloway Road
Department Supervisor Ricky
Edwards to purchase the tractors which are primarily used to
keep county roadways mowed.
Stubblefield said the new
equipment will also include
attachments which will allow
placement of blades that can be
used to assist road department
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The National Weather Service
Tuesday: Rain likely, possibly mixed with snow. Cloudy,
with a high near 40. Calm wind
becoming northwest between
12 and 15 mph. Winds could
gust as high as 23 mph. Chance
of precipitation is 60 percent.
Little or no snow accumulation
expected:
Tuesday Night: A 20 percent
chance of snow. Cloudy, then
gradually becoming partly
cloudy, with a low around 29.
Northwest wind between 10 and
15 mph, with gusts as high as
23 mph.
Wednesday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 44.

By TOM BERRY
Staff Wnter
alloway County Road Department
Supervisor Ricky Edwards says tIA
county is standing by with plenty
of salt, sand and coal cinders to deal with
winter weather that may threaten.
Earlier in the season. Edwards said he
expected procurement of materials to be
difficult with a regional and nation shortage of salt reported because of extreme
weather in other parts of the nation in the
past two years.
"I've got salt, and I've got sand that we
will mix together to use," Edwards said.
According to the National Weather
Service in Paducah, a mixture of rain and

C
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DICKENS' ALLEY COSTUME SEARCH: Martha Alls, Murray Main Street promotions chair, looks for aprons
and bonnets at Playhouse in the Park's storage facility to use for costumes at Dickens' Alley, a recreation of
an "Olde English" alley. The event is scheduled for Friday, starting at 5:30 p.m.

Farmers show political clout
by electing one of their own
campaign. more than
a fourth of the
$700,000 he has
reported so far.
Meanwhile,
Democrat
Bob
Farmer, a humorist
from
Louisville,
found fundraising
among the state's
farm families a tough Corner
row to hoe, getting
just 10 contributions worth $3,600.
"I think it's very clear and very evident as a result of the agriculture commissioner's race, if farmers unite
behind one common goal that they are
still and always have been a very powerful influence in the commonwealth,"

said Jeff Harper, the Kentucky Fami
Bureau's director of public affairs.
Corner said people from across the
agricultural community, including
hundreds of part-time farmers who
have other full-time jobs, got involved
in his campaign by offering financial
contributions, knocking on doors, or
taking part in political outreach
through social media. The effort
helped make him the big winner of the
election, amassing even more votes
that Democratic Gov. Steve Beshear
who overwhelmingly won re-election
on the same day with a financial assist
from farmers.
Financial reports show Beshear had

By JANET CAPPIELLO
Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
Kentucky's application for
relief from parts of the federal
No Child Left Behind law provides a lengthy, detailed
roadmap of the last two years'
worth of efforts to overhaul
public education in the state.
The application, which is
posted on the state Department
of Education's website, is a
400-plus-page tome filled with
acronyms, graphics and charts.
It seeks the maximum flexibility allowed in asking to be
freed from 11 specific NCLB
regulations. Generally, those
regulations focus on how federal education dollars can be
spent and what tests will be
used to measure progress.
It includes some details
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9

regarding future student testing, including setting lofty
goals for children beginning as
early as the third grade.
"The new testing system is
linked from Grade 3 to Grade
12 and locked into college
readiness standards," reads the
application. "Students taking
the tests from Grade 3 to 12
will know if they are on the
path toward college and career
readiness as defined by all of
the public universities of
Kentucky."
The ACT test will be used as
the benchmark test for
Kentucky students, the application says. In addition to the
traditional college-readiness
test most high school juniors
are familiar with. ACT tests

•See Page 2

KSP photo provided

CRAM THE CRUISER: Local residents can help feed area families for the Christmas holiday as the third annual "Cram the Cruiser" food drive began this week at Kentucky State
Police Post 1 in Hickory. Now through Dec. 12, a KSP cruiser will be parked at the entrance
to KSP Post 1 on U.S. 45 in Graves County, according to KSP Trooper Dean Patterson,
public information officer. Anyone who wishes can drop off non-perishable food items in the
cruiser during that time. On Dec. 15, officials will take the items to a local food pantry for
distribution to families in the area. During non-business hours, items can be dropped off in
the lobby of Post 1, located at 8366 State Route 45 North in Hickory.
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By HAWKINS'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
A former Murray State University student from Egypt says he was delighted last
week to cast his first vote since Hosni
Mubarak stepped down as the country's
president.
Mahmoud
Mansour
Elsayed, 19, was pursuing a medical degree at
MSU earlier this year
while the protests against
Mubarak
in
began
January in Cairo's Tahrir
Square. Elsayed is from
the Maadi district. of
Cairo and has since left
Murray to transfer to the
Elsayed
University of Alabama at
Birmingham, which is near his parents'
home. He talked to the Ledger & Times
Monday on the phone about his feelings of
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By ROGER ALFOftD
Associated Press
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Farmers
have proven that crops aren't all they
can produce.
In a show of political muscle, they
supplied the green needed to help one
of their own win the elected position
of agriculture commissioner earlier
this month.
They were by far the biggest givers
to the campaign of James Corner, a
Republican farmer and lawmaker
from Tompkinsville who won the
Nov. 8 election. Donor reports filed
with the Kentucky Registry of
Election Finance show more than 400
people who listed their occupations as
farmers gave $224,000 to the Corner
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Medicare back on the brink over cuts to doctors is Being prepared...
By RICARDO ALONSO-ZALDIVAR
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — Its become a
symbol of sorts for the federal government's
budget dysfunction: Unless Congress acts
before Jan. 1, doctors will again face steep
Medicare cuts that threaten to undermine
health care for millions of seniors and disabled people.
This time it's a 27.4 percent cut. Last year,
it was about 20 percent. The cuts are the
consequence of a 1990s budget law that
failed to control spending but was never
repealed. Congress passes a temporary fix
each time, only to grow the size of reductions required next time around. Last week's
supercommittee breakdown leaves the socalled "doc fix" unresolved with time running out.
A thousand miles away in Harlan, Iowa,
Dr. Don Klitgaard is trying to contain his
frustration.
"I don't see how primary care doctors
could take anywhere near like a 27-percent
pay cut and continue to function," said
Klitgaard, a family physician at a local medical center. "I assume there's going to be a
temporary fix, because the health care system is going to implode without it."
Medicare patients account for about 45
percent of the visits to his clinic. Klitgaard
said the irony is that he and his colleagues
have been making improvements, keeping
closer tabs on those with chronic illnesses in
the hopes of avoiding needless hospitalizations. While that can save money for
Medicare, it requires considerable upfront
investment from the medical practice.

"The threat of a huge cut makes it very
difficult to continue down this road," said
Klitgaard, adding "it's almost comical" lawmakers would let the situation get so far out
of hand.
There's nothing to laugh about, says a senior Washington lobbyist closely involved
with the secretive supercommittee deliberations. The health care industry lobbyist, who
spoke on condition of anonymity because he
is not authorized to make public statements,
said lawmakers of both parties wanted to
deal with the cuts to doctors, but a fundamental partisan divide over tax increases
blocked progress of any kind.
The main options now before Congress
include a one-year or two-year fix.
The problem is the cost. Congress used to
add it to the federal deficit, but lawmakers
can't get away with that in these fiscally austere times. Instead, they must find about $22
billion in offsets for the one-year option,
$35 billion for thc two-year version. A permanent fix would cost about $300 billion
over 10 years, making it much less likely.
"It's going to be a real challenge, and
there's not a lot of time to play ping-pang,"
said the lobbyist. "It's entirely possible
given past performance that Congress misses the deadline."
Congressional leaders of both parties have
said that won't happen. Senate Finance
Committee Chairman Max Baucus, DMont., says the Medicare fix is too important not to get done. But how? The endgame
for a complex negotiation also involving
expiring tax cuts, unemployment benefits
and dozens of lesser issues remains unclear.

NCLB reform...

II Farmers, clout...
during the campaign showing
Farmer jesting about rural resiabout 180 contributions totaling
dents in eastern Kentucky being
about $100,000 from people
toothless and inbred may have
who listed their occupations as
farmers. That's compared to 57 been the deciding factor for
contributions worth $29,000 to many.
"I think what Farmer showed
Beshear's unsuccessfully GOP
challenger, David Williams of is that there's a great deal of senBurkesville.
sitivity on the pan of rural peoAt a time when family farms ple to being looked down on,"
are disappearing, Comer said
Forgy , said. "And Farmer
politicians in the state were
tripped
that wire with those
reninded in the election that
comic
comments
he made.
farmers remain a political force,
and that elected leaders at every Rural residents are accustomed
level should pay heed.
to being ridiculed, and they
"I think they've seen the don't like it a bit."
potential they have," Comer
Farmer, who was making his
said.
first and, he says, last run for
Kentucky attorney Larry
public office, blamed his failure
Forgy, a GOP leader and twoon
an inability to raise enough
time gubernatorial candidate,
said the outcome of the agricul- money to combat Corner's TV
ture commissioner's race shows attack ads that featured material
farmers have the clout to make from YouTube. Farmer tried to
or break statewide campaigns convince voters that he, as a
when they work together.
marketing strategist, was better
"The demographic studies
positioned to help fanners to
show we're not as rural a state as
we were 20 years ago, but sell their products.
"I learned that people don't
there's still a lot of farmers out
there, And they are informed," respond to logic," Farmer said.
Forgy said.
Corner, who has been
So when they were given the involved in farming from his
choice between Comer, a life- youth, said he built his camlong fanner, and Farmer, a marpaign around farmers because
keting consultant and humorist
he
believed they had the influwho had once poked fun at rural
ence
to sweep him into office.
residents, Forgy said the deci"And, at the end of the day, I
sion was an easy one. He said
YouTube videos that circulated am convinced they did," he said.

From Front
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"They have to come up with a solution,
and they will have to appear to pay for that
solution, and that will be contentious," said
economist Robert Reischauer, one of the
public trustees who oversees Medicare and
Social Security financing. One option: cut
other parts of Medicare. Another: trim back
spending under the health care overhaul law.
Either of those approaches would mobillie
opposition.
A nonpartisan panel advising lawmakers
is recommending that doctors share the pain
of a permanent fix with a .10-year freeze for
primary care physicians and cuts followed
by a freeze for specialists. Doctors aren't
buying that.
The Obama administration says seniors
and their doctors have nothing to fear.
But doctors are becoming increasingly
irritated about dealing with Medicare.
Surveys have shown that many physicians
would consider not taking new Medicare
patients if the cuts go through. Some primary care doctors are going into "concierge
medicine," limiting their practice to patients
able to pay a fee of about $1,500 a year, a
trend that worries advocates for the elderly.
Ultimately, the solution is an overhaul of
Medicare's payment system so that doctors
are rewarded for providing quality, costeffective care, said Mark McClellan, an
economist and medical doctor who served
as Medicare administrator for President
George W. Bush. That continues to elude
polieymakers.
Instead, the threat of payment cuts has
become a holiday tradition, said McClellan.
"It's just not a very enjoyable one."

Snowfall possible
in West Tennessee
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) —
A slow-moving cold front was
expected to bring a variety of
weather cautions to Tennessee,
including a possibility of measurable snow.
The National Weather Service
posted a winter storm watch for
counties along the Mississippi
and Alabama borders, from just
east of Memphis into southern
Middle Tennessee. Forecasters
said up to 4 inches of snow
could fall between Monday
evening and Tuesday morning,
the heaviest after midnight.
A winter weather advisory for
I to 3 inches of snow was in
place for much of the rest of
West Tennessee.

From Front
aimed at children as young as
middle school will also be
implemented, the application
says.
In several instances, the application refers to the ACT as the
"capstone high school assessment to determine college and
career readiness."
Also detailed is the state's new
approach to pulling up test
scores in student populations
that traditionally score below
the achievement goal, also
known as the "achievement
gap."
Kentucky plans to place traditionally low-performing student
groups into one "Student Gap
Group" in an attempt give
schools one goal to reach.
Under the NCLB system, gap
groups are sectioned out and
schools are given benchmarks
for each subgroup, such as students with disabilities, black
students and students who
receive free or subsidized
meals.
"The Kentucky model solves
the problem by putting all gap
groups into a single group," the
application says.
The model
actually increases the motivation for schools to improve the
achievement of all students."
The application was filed Nov.
14 with the U.S. Department of
Education along with those of
10 other states: Colorado,
Florida, Georgia, Indiana,
Massachusetts, Minnesota, New
Jersey, New Mexico, Oklahoma
and Tennessee.
They were to be peerreviewed beginning "immediately after Thanksgiving," with
states to be notified of the determinations by mid-January or
earlier, the department said.

President Barack Obama in
September formally introduced
the waiver plan to allow states
to ignore some key provisions
of the Bush-era NCLB law if
certain conditions were met.
With the announcement, Obama
took the unusual step of bypassing Congress, saying the inaction by lawmakers to overhaul
NCLB spurred him to action.
Kentucky education officials
have been overhauling the
state's public education system
from top to bottom since the
2009 passage of Senate Bill 1,
which mandated that every
Kentucky public school student
graduate prepared for higher
education or a career. ,
Kentucky was the first state to
formally ask the federal government to be excused from some
NCLB requirgments when Gov.
Steve Beshear sent a letter to
Washington last summer.
Terry Holliday, Kentucky's
education commissioner, had
said the state would reapply
using Obama's new guidelines.
The application includes 16
letters pf support from education groups. One from the executive director of the Kentucky
School Boards Association
pointed out Kentucky's time
crunch when it came to aligning
the reforms mandated by the
General Assembly in 2009 with
the NCLB requirements:
"While KSBA hopes that the
U.S. Congress will act quickly
to overhaul NCLB, we realize
that action may be too late for
Kentucky," wrote Bill Scott in
his letter of support dated July
5. "Our teachers and_students
will begin using the first instructional elements of the new state
accountability system in a matter of weeks."

•Fiscal Court...
From Front
trucks with keeping county
roadways clear of snow and ice.
Members of the transportation
committee met last week to consider the bids and made the rec
ommendation to the court
Magistrates agreed that pur

chasing the equipment locally is
a good move. Although county
officials consider conservative
use of taxpayer dollars a priority and seek the best deal possible, it is always good keep the
funds in the local economy,
Elkins said.

From Front

snow is possible Tuesday, mainly after noon, with a 20 percent
chance of snow Tuesday night.
The overnight temperature
tonight is expected to drop to
around 30 degrees. Little of no
snow accumulation is expected
in Calloway County, NWS
reported.
Some snow was possible near
the Kentucky-Tennessee border
Monday night.
Keith Todd, public information officer with the Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet's
District One and Two, said Safe
Patrol personnel reported several bands of sleet mixing in with
rain along Interstate-24 in
Marshall, Livingston and Lyon
County Monday. That included
an area along 1-24 roughly
between the 20 and 50 mile
marker in western Kentucky.
Todd said Monday afternoon,
"While highway engineers are
monitoring changing weather
conditions which include a
chance of snow flurries, pavement temperatures should
remain warm enough to melt
frozen precipitation as it falls."

Motorists are advised to slow
down and use appropriate caution when they encounter freezing precipitation. It is possible
snow or sleet could fall in quantities substantial enough to
allow some accumulation, particularly along the KentuckyTennessee State Line, he added.
Motorists are advised to be
aware of changing weather conditions on a mile-by-mile basis
and adjust driving habits to meet
road surface conditions.
Todd said highway crews will
be evaluating localized conditions and are on standby to
respond appropriately.
Wednesday's forecast calls for
sunny skies with a high of 44
degrees, NWS reported.
Edwards said his department
will keep an eye on conditions
locally and respond accordingly.
The department does not use
salt brine; however salt and sand
is mixed and laid on roadways
ahead of any forecast precipitation to prevent hazardous road
conditions. Coal cinders are
used to melt snow and ice after
it has fallen on roadways.

II Former student...
professor teaching veterinary

From Front

toxicology, and that helped him
casting his ballot in the first parto
eventually move the rest of
liamentary elections since
the family here. His father later
Mubarak's ouster.
Elsayed said anyone who is 18 opened his own business, he
or older and has a national 1.D.
said.
can register online, and that he
According to the Associated
had to register prior to Nov. 18.
After he registered, he was able Press, the election promises to
to print out a ballot, which he be the fairest and cleanest in
later mailed to the Egyptian
Egypt in living memory, but it
Embassy. People submitting
takes
place amid sharp polarizavotes were supposed to vote for
the political party- they wanted tion among Egyptians and conto lead parliament and two can- fusion over the nation's direcdidates to represent their distion. On one level, the election
trict, he said.
Elsayed said it was difficult to is a competition between
do adequate research and decide Islamic parties who want to take
on good candidates because
• Egypt in a direction toward relithere were so many from whom
to choose. He said there were gious rule and more liberal
130 candidates running in his groups that want a separation
district alone and 16 registered between religion and politics,
parties. Still, the effort was defthe AP reported.
initely worth it, he said. ,
Early in the day, voters stood
"This was really great,"
Elsayed said. "Me and my in lines stretching several hunmother and my father, we just dred yards outside some polling
sat down the whole day trying to
figure out who we were going to centers in Cairo well before they
vote for. This has never hap- opened at 8 a.m. local time, sugpened before, so it was pretty gesting a respectable turnout.
amazing. It was really an expeMany said they were voting for
rience because we really didn't
think this kind of thing would the rust time, a sign of an enthuhappen, really."
siasm that, in this election, one's
Elsayed said several members vote mattered.
of his extended family still live
For decades, few Egyptians
in the Maadi district, about 30
bothered
to cast ballots because
minutes" away from Tahrir
square. Some of his cousins and nearly every election was
uncles took part in the protests rigged, whether by bribery, balagainst Mubarek, and he said
his uncles were voting in lot box stuffing or intimidation
Monday's election. He said he by police at the polls. Turnout
also expected that all of his was often in the single digits.
adult cousins would be voting as
the AP reported.
well.
The Associated Press conElsayed said his father came
to America in 1999 to work as a tributed to this story.

Democratic Rep. Barney Frank to retire
WASHINGTON
(AP)
—
Democratic Rep. Barney Frank of
Massachusetts is expected to
announce his retirement from
Congress on Monday, closing out a
career of more than three decades
capped by passage last year of legislation imposing new regulations
on Wall Street.
A lifelong liberal, Frank, 71, was
first elected to the House in 1980.
He was one of the first lawmakers
to announce that he is a homosexual.

He is the senior Democrat on the
House
Financial
Services
Committee, a panel he chaired
when Democrats held a majority for
four years beginning in early 2007
As chairman, he helped shepherd
to passage legislation that provided
the most extensive overhaul of the
nation's financial system in
decades. The measure was a
response to the near collapse of the
banking industry in 2008 and disclosures about Wall Street practices
that stirred mass anger.
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Roger D. Gross, 61, of Silvis, Ill., died Friday, Nov. 25, 2011, at
Genesis Medical Center, Illini Campus, in Silvis.
M. Gross was born July 24, 1950, in Rock Island, Ill. He was a
member at St. Patrick's Catholic Church in Colona, and was a part
of the Father Pro Men's Club at Our Lady of Guadalupe Church in
Silvis.
He was preceded in death by his parents, Maurice and Mary
Solomon Gross.
He is survived by three sisters, Shirley Murray, Clara DeKlein and
husband, Peter, all of Murray and Romona Asleson and husband,
Roger, of Princeton, IA; one brother, John Gross
and wife, Rita, of Rock Island, Ill.; and many
nieces and nephews.
A Mass of Christian Burial will be held at 1 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 29, 2011, at St. Patrick's Catholic
Church, 201 First Street, Colona. Visitation will be
an hour prior at the church. Interment will be at
Calvary Cemetery, Rock Island.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to St.
Jude Children's Research Hospital. Online condoGross - lences may be left at www.wheelanpressly.com.
Arrangements are being handled by WheelanPressly Funeral Home.

Trina Milton Allen
Trina Tipton Allen. 48, of Murray, Ky., died Monday, Nov. 28,
2011, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital after an extended illness.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time at The J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

Caren Ann Wallington
Funeral services for Caren Ann Worthington,67,of New Concord,
Ky., will be held at 6 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 29, 2011, at Heritage
Family Funeral Home. Visitation will be held from 3-6 p.m. Tuesday
at the funeral home. Graveside services will be held at 1 p.m.
Saturday, Dec. 3, 2011, at Crandon Lakeside Cemetery in Crandon,
Wis. Visitation will be held from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Weber-Hill
Funeral Home in Crandow-Wis. Worthington died Thursday, Nov. 24, 2011, at her home.
She was preceded in death by her parents, Arthur and Sarah
Gilbert Jaeger.
She is survived by her husband,Terrence Michael Worthington Sr.
of New Concord; one son, Terrence Michael Worthington Jr. and
wife, Nancy, of Indiana; one daughter, Kimberly Sara Vitrano and
husband, Robert, of Wisconsin; one brother Arthur Jaeger and wife,
Beverly, of Wisconsin; and six grandchildren, Kristen, Brett, Joel,
Taylor, Emily and Sarah.
Online condolences may be left at www.imesmiller.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Heritage Family Funeral Home.

Jessie Mildred Cooper Guthrie
Funeral services for Jessie Mildred Cooper Guthrie,93,of Murray,
Ky., were held at 1 p.m. Monday, Nov. 28, 2011, at Imes-Miller
Funeral Home. Burial followed in the South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery. Grandsons served as pallbearers.
Guthrie died Saturday, Nov.26, 2011, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She was a member of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church.
She was preceded in death by her husband, Dub Guthrie; her parents, Alsey Cooper and Calie Chariton Cooper; three sons, Herman
Guthrie, Tommy Guthrie and Timmy Ridings; one great-grandson;
and special friend Alton Ridings.
She is survived by five daughters, Kathy Wrye and husband, Joe,
of Murray, Rebecca Miller, of Murray,Pam Dickerson and husband,
Weaver, of Paducah, Sharon Martin and husband, Jack and Jennifer
Corso and husband, Barry, all of Mississippi; two sons, Glenn
-Ridings and wife, Greta, of Paducah and Tom Ridings and wife,
Carol, of Mississippi; 22 grandchildren, one daughter-in-law, Linda
Guthrie, of Mississippi; 26 great-grandchildren and four great-great
grandchildren.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church 5671 Crossland Rd.
Hazel, KY 42049. Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller
Funeral Home.
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Ronny Lynn Thorn, 38, of Murray. Ky., died Thursday, Nov. 24,
2011, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was born Aug. 13, 1973,and was a truck driver for Gibson Trucking.
He was preceded in death by his grandparents,
Toy and Morine Grooms and Thomas and Tommie
Thorn.
He is survived by his wife, Rebecca Duncan
Thorn; one son, Cody Holt; father, Paul Thorn;
mother, Patsy Grooms Thorne; two brothers,
Michael Thom and Bradley Thorn; and a sister,
Thorn
Kellie Thorn, all of Calloway County.
Private family services are scheduled. Imes-Miller Funeral Home
is in charge of arrangements.
This is a paid obituary.

William 'Bill' Bailey
Vv illiam "Bill" Bailey, 91, of Murray, died Nov. 27, 2011, at
Volunteer Community Hospital in Martin, Tenn.
Born Nov. 20, 1920, Mr. Bailey was a member of Flint Baptist
Church. He was an Army veteran of WWII. He and his wife Dottie
were in the restaurant business. He served on the
City Council, Murray Park Board and as a
Kentucky Railroad Commissioner. He retired from
Garland's Used Cars.
Mr. Bailey was preceded in death by his parents,
Ernest "Doc" and Pollye Cain Bailey; a son, William Don Bailey
and three great-grandchildren Brandt, Krislyn and Jaden Bailey.
He is survived by his wife of 74 years, Dottie Miller Bailey;
daughters, Patsy Woodall and husband, Dale of'Almo; Decie
Franklin and husband Bill of Sharon, Tenn. and Zandra Bailey of
Murray; a special family friend, Renee Metcalf of Murray; seven
grandchildren, Beth Morehead, husband Matt of Almo,Chris Bailey,
wife Heather of Almo, Andrea Bailey of Booneville, Ind., Brandi
Gladden, husband R.G. of Murray, Amanda Futrell, husband Kirk,
Antioch, Tenn., William Charles Bailey, wife, Ann of Richfield,
N.C., Shannon Cole of Old Hickory, Tenn.; and eight great-grandchildren.
Services are scheduled for 2 p.m. Thursday at the Imes-Miller
Funeral Home. Bill Miller and Glen Cope will officiate. Interment
will follow at the Coles Campground Cemetery.
The family will receive visitors from 5-8 p.m. Thursday at ImesMiller.
Expressions of sympathy should take the form of donations to
either the Alzheimers Association,6100 Dutctunans LN, STE 401,
Louisville, KY 40205-3284 or to the Murray Calloway County
Parks,900 Payne St., Murray, KY 42071.
This is a paid obituary.
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Tracy Lynne Pryor
Tracy Lynne Pryor, 43, of Murray, died Monday, Nov. 28, 2011 at
her home.
Born Aug. 10, 1968 in Michigan, Pryor was a member of Owens
Chapel Baptist Church.
She is survived by her mother, Betty Griffith of Murray; sons,
Taylor and Chris Pryor of Murray, a daughter, Chasity Pryor of
Dexter; special friend, Tom Canup of Murray; brothers, Jimmy
Griffith and wife, Tammy of Paducah, Vincent Griffith of
McKenzie, Tenn. and Timmy Griffith of Evansville, Ind.; sisters,
Clara Vance, Theresa Neighoff and Mary Griffith; and a grandchild,
Kylee Reed.
Services will be at 11 a.m. Wednesday, Nov. 30, 2011, at the
Owens Chapel Baptist Church with Jimmy Stom officiating. Burial
will follow at Gore Cemetery.
Visitation will be tonight, Tuesday, Nov. 29, between 5-8 p.m. at
Owens Chapel.
The family is handling arrangements. The information for this
obituary was provided by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.

George Barrow
George Barrow, 62, of Ptuyear, Tenn., died, Monday, Nov. 28,
2011 at Vanderbilt University Medical Center in Nashville, Tenn.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time at J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home.
.
The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more of the
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
Times policy. Afee has been paidfor additional publishing or space.

TSM professor is fellow
of international academy
AMBER HARMS
Center for TSM
Dr. AbdulrahmanYarali, associate
professor
in
the
Telecommunications Systems
Management(TSM) program at
Murray State University, was
recently selected as a fellow of
the International Academy,
Research
and
Industry
Association (IARIA).
Yarali was chosen based on the
recommendation of IARIA fellows as well as his major contributions to the organization over
the years. IARIA fellows are
reCognized for their outstanding
scientific research results,
exceptional scientific contributions to the IARIA events and
continuous leadership roles in
IARIA conferences.
His accomplishments include
being the author or co-author of
more than 50 research papers
and major reviews, as well as
written/edited chapters, books
and journal issues. His research
interests span broad areas of
advanced technologies in telecom,especially in wireless communication systems design and
implementation.,
Murray State became home to

Yarali in 2003.
Since his move
to Murray he
has been busy
at the university developing
wireleis programs
and
courses for the
undergraduate
and graduate
Yarali
levels in the
TSM program. In 2009, he
received recognition at MSU as
the Sandra Flynn Professor of
the Year.
"This award is meaningful
because it comes from my fellow scientists in telecommunication field," Yarali said.
IARIA is a non-for-profit nongovernment organization that
promotes scientific and industrial interchanges between members of existing associations,
standardization bodies and
forums, to establish bridges
between different scientific, academic and industrial cultures. Its
goal is to promote research
results of young scientists along
with those of well-known
experts.

Looking to build, Gingrich
sets eyes on South Carolina
worked to line up activists,
By PHILIP ELLIOTT
stood to potentially reshape the
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — campaign in that state.
"We don't .back candidates
Republican presidential contender Newt Gingrich looked to based on popularity polls or
turn an endorsement from New big-shot backers. We look for
Hampshire's largest newspaper conservatives of courage and
into momentum elsewhere, conviction who are independheading to South Carolina for a ent-minded, grounded in their
three-day campaign swing with core beliefs about this nation
and its people, and best
tea party members.
His leading rival, former equipped for the job," the newsGov.
Mitt paper said in its Sunday frontMassachusetts
Romney, did not schedule cam- page editorial.
The Union Leader's editorial
paign appearances on Monday,
but his advisers were working is a sign that conservative conNew cerns about Romney's shifts on
to downplay The
Hampshire Union Leader's crucial issues of abortion and
backing of Gingrich in gay rights were unlikely to fade.
Romney's back yard. The news- Those worries have led Romney
paper's rejection of Romney, to keep Iowa's Jan. 3 caucuses
who enjoys solid polling leads — where coniervitives hold
in New Hampshire and has great sway — at arm's length.

Woman alleges long affair
with presidential hopeful Cain
HENRY C. JACKSON and
RAY HENRY
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — In
an explosive allegation, a
Georgia woman said Monday
she and Republican presidential
hopeful Herman Cain had a 13year extramarital affair that lasted nearly until the former businessman announced his candidacy for the White House several months ago.
"Here we go again. I didn't do
anything wrong," Cain said in a
pre-emptive denial that lumped
a detailed claim of a consensual
affair in with earlier allegations
of sexual harassment.
But the woman, Ginger
White, said in an interview with
Fox 5 Atlanta that over the
years, Cain bought her airplane
tickets so she could join him in
cities as far-flung as Palm
Springs, Calif., and Atlanta.
"It was fun," the 46-year-old
White said. "It was something
that took me away from my
humdrum life at the time. And it
was exciting."
Although Cain flatly denied
the affair, his lawyer issued a
public statement that included
no such denial and suggested
that the media — and the public
— had no business snooping
into the details of consensual
conduct between adults.
After the initial report and
Cain's denial, White told The
Associated Press that Cain was
not being truthful when he said
there had been no affair.
"That would be false," White
said. "What I said in the interview was true."
Cain's candidacy was soaring
in the polls until he was hit less
than a month ago with accusations that he sexually harassed
several women and groped one
while he was a high-ranking
official at the National
Restaurant Association. He has
since fallen back in the public
opinion surVeys, and been
eclipsed by former House
Speaker Newt Gingrich in the
race to emerge as the principal
conservative alternative to Mitt
Romney.
At
her
apartment
in
Dunwoody, Ga., White declined
to elaborate on her statements
during a brief interview with the
AP. "I can't make any comment
on this," she said. "We're trying
to be slightly sensitive."
In its report, the television station said White had Cain's name
in her cell phone contacts, and
when its reporter sent a text
message to the number, he
called right back.
"He told us he knew 'Ginger
White' but said he was trying to
help her financially," the station
said.
In a written statement released
immediately after the story
aired, Cain's campaign said
detractors were trying to "derail
the Cain Train with more accusations of past events that never
happened.'
Later, at a fundraiser in the
Virginia suburbs of Washington,
D.C., Cain avoided reporters'
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questions.
In his initial denial, televised
on CNN, Cain vowed to remain
in the presidential race, as long
as he has the support of his wife,
with whom he said he had discussed the most recent allegation.
In her interview, White said
she decided to come forward
after seeing Cain attack his
other accusers in an appearance
on television.
"It bothered me that they were
being demonized, sort of, and
being treated as if they were
automatically lying, and the
burden of proof was on them,"
she said. "I felt bad for them."
White told the Atlanta TV station she expects to be scrutinized by Cain and the media.
Georgia court records show a
series of judgments against
White for not paying rent in
Atlanta area apartments, including one filed about two weeks
ago.
In the interview, she said she
first met Cain in the late 1990s
in Louisville, Ky., when he was
president of the National
Restaurant Association. They
had drinks and he invited her to
his hotel room, she recalled.
She quoted Cain as telling her,
"You're beautiful to me and I
would love for us to continue
this friendship," then produced
his personal calendar and invited her to meet him in Palm
Springs.
In this case, unlike the others,
Cain took the unorthodox step
of issuing a denial in advance.
"I did not have an affair, and
until I see and hear exactly
what's going to be, what accusations _ge _going to be made, let's
move on," he said.
Asked if he suspected his
accuser had emails, letters, gifts
or other possible evidence of an
affair, he replied, "No."
In a statement provided to AP,
Cain's lawyer, Lin Wood, said
the former businesinian has no
obligation to "discuss these
types of accusations publicly
with the media and he will not
do so even if his principled
position is viewed unfavorably
by members of the media."
The statement drew a distinction between "private alleged
consensual conduct between
adults" and a case of harassment. It did not include an
explicit denial of an affair along
the lines that Cain himself provided in his television interview.
Contacted by AP, Wood
added, "If any candidate wants
to publicly discuss his private
sex life, that is his or her life.
But I don't believe that there's
an obligation on the part of any
political candidate to do so."
White has been accused of
lying before. A former business
partner, Kimberly Vay, filed a
libel suit as part of a larger business dispute with White.
White's attorney, Edward
Buckley, acknowledged the
libel suit, which- Vay said she
won. Buckley said that White
thought the libel claim had been
settled as part of a larger settlement.
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Kohler
MSU Dec.
graduate

DATEBOOK
Need Line Bingo set for today
The public is invited to the Knights of
Columbus Hall, 332 Squire Rd., Murray,
Tuesday, Nov. 29. at 6:30 p.m. for Bingo.
Proceeds will be used for items to be placed
in Need Line Christmas baskets. Doors
open at 5 p.m. Sponsored by The Knights
of Columbus. For more information, call
Cheryl Whitaker at 753-0783.

Special to the Ledger
Brume) 1,)un Kohler, from
Lou'isville, will be a December
2011 graduate of Murray State
University. She is slated to earn
her bachelor of science degree
in agriculture with an area in
animal health technology and a
minor in equine science.
Koehler is the daughter of
Michael Kohler, of Louisville
and Kyle Kohler. of Sarasota.
Fla. She is the niece of Randall
and Beverly Harrell,of Benton.

Garden Department to meet
The Garden Department of the Murray
Club will meet Thursday, Dec. 1,
Woman's
Jessica Morris,
at noon for a holiday luncheon at the MurCommunity
ray Country Club. Hostesses will be Martha
editor
Joiner and Linda Cherry. All members are
encouraged to attend.

Datebook

Murray Medical Associates open house set
Murray Medical Associates will hold a Holiday Open House
Thursday, Dec. I, from 5:30-7:30 p.m. at the Medical Arts
building, Suite 480 W. There will be hors d'oeuvres, music
and giveaways. RSVP to mmaopenhouse@murrayhospitaLorg.

Photo provided

CASA DONATION: Andrea Becker, right, with Court Appointed Special Advocates (CASA)
was recently presented a check from Commander Cecil Cowsert and Bob Bell of American
Legion Post 73. For more information about local American Legion activities, visit the post,
located at 310 Bee Creek Drive from 1-4 p.m. on Wednesday afternoons.

Legion Auxiliary Post #73 to meet Dec. 1
American Legion Ladies Auxiliary Unit #73 will meet Thursday. Dec. 1, at 7 p.m. at the Legion Veterans' Hall, 310 Bee
Creek Drive. Members will be preparing Christmas treats for
local veterans in nursing homes and long-term care. If you are
a wife, daughter. or step-daughter of a veteran you are invited to come and get involved. For questions. call Unit #73
President Vera Melone at (270) 436-6356.

Roundabout U checks out
holidays,Pink Glove Dance

Brittney Kohler

Main Street
carolers needed
Main Street Merriment's
Christmas Tree lighting needs
caroloss-on Friday. Dec. 2. To
help, show up by the Christmas tree on the Court House
lawn at 5 p.m. dressed in 'Olde
English' attire, if possible.
This event is for the community and the public is invited to attend.
ne For information, call 7599474 or 753-7222.

Special to the Ledger
Murray State University's
Roundabout U co-hosts look at
special holiday programming
and more on the upcoming
episode.
Jim Carter and Sarah Clark
catch a glimpse of Kentucky's
oldest running rodeo held on
Murray State's campus. Then
it's on to look at another side of
the culture at Murray State when
they go behind the scenes with
Jeremy McKee! and Brad
Almquist to see how the Digital
Media Services and the music
department of MSU come
together to produce the annual.

"The
program,
holidays
Holidays at Murray State
University 2011: The Sights ...
The Sounds ... The Season."
Plus, Prairie Home Companion,
a widely known public radio
show, comes to Murray and
Carter and Clark take the opportunity to see what people
thought of it.
The duo also find out what
local churches are doing to help
hungry children and take a peek
into the making of the Pink
Glove Dance, Western Baptist
Hospital's video entry for breast
cancer awareness.
Roundabout U also gives a
-look into how theshow is m'ade

Special to the Ledger
"DivorceCare: Surviving the
Holidays" is a helpful, encour-

New Arrival

Clothing • Coats •Shoes
...and all the Accessories!
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Birth-6x

aging seminar for people facing
the holidays after a separation or
divorce, according to a
seminar
DivorceCare
spokesperson.
On Sunday, Dec. 4, and
Wednesday. Dec. 14, the seminar will be offered at Elm Grove
Baptist Church, 6483 State
Route 94 East, Murray. The
seminar features practical suggestions, guidance and reassurance through video interviews
with counselors, experts in
divorce-related care and people
who have experienced the holidays after separation or divorce.
Topics to be discussed include
"Why the Holidays Are Tough,"
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Kentucky retirees will meet

every week.
This episode of Roundabout U•
airs at various times Nov. 27Dec. 3,and is broadcast on KET
Educational
(Kentucky
Television), WSIL and through
local cable systems. Specific
airing dates and times can be
found online at www.roundaboutu.com.
Roundabout U is a weekly,
award-winning video magazine
produced by Digital Media at
Murray State University. Visit
the website for up-to-date information and clips from past
episodes. For more information,
contact Clark at(270)809-3344
or ciarkSarah5@gmail.com or

The Purchase Area Chapter of Kentucky Retirees will meet
Thursday. Dec. 1, at 10:30 a.m. at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton
Drive in Paducah for a combined luncheon and business meeting. All retirees of the Kentucky Retirement System and the
Kentucky State Police Retirement System are encouraged to
attend. For more information, call (270) 898-7289 or (270)
527-9531.

DivorceCare meetings held Wednesdays
DivorceCare is a special weekly seminar and support group
for people who are separated or divorced. Meetings are held
at Elm Grove Baptist Church. 6483 St. Rt. 94 East, beginning
at 6 p.m. every Wednesday. Call (270) 293-2509 for more
information.

Overeaters'Anonymous to meet
Overeaters' Anonymous. a 12-step recovery group for all
types of eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30
p.m. at Christ Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield: For -infttittlItion, call Marcia at (270) 247-7414 or Jim
at (270) 623-8850.

Narcotics group will meet at church

DivorceCare seminars scheduled

ame
•-•

Niurray

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday from 8-9 p.m. and each Wednesday at 11 a.m. at St.
"What Emotions to Expect," John's Episcopal Church, Murray. All meetings are open. For
"How to Plan and Prepare." more information, call Amanda at (270) 227-6645 or Chad at
"How to Handle Uncomfortable (270) 873-7375.
Situations" and "Using the
Chapter #469 will meet Thursday
Holidays to Help You Heal."
Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
(Take
TOPS
receive
Those who attend will
a free book with over 30 daily Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Pubreadings providing additional lic Library. For more information, call Stephanie Cunningham
insights and ideas on holiday at 753-6646.
survival.
MMS committee to meet in media center
DivorceCare for Kids(DC4K)
The Murray Middle School Curriculum and Instruction Comwill be provided for children
will meet Wednesday, Nov. 30, at 3:30 p.m. in the
mittee
ages 5 - 12. Child Care will be
school's Media Center. All interested persons are invited to
provided for children under 5.
attend.
There is no charge for this event.
For more information or to regWOW lodges to host Christmas meeting
ister, call (270) 293-2509 or eWoodmen of the World Lodges 728 and 592 will meet for
mail divorcecare@elmgrove- their Christmas meeting Itiesday, Dec. 6, at 5:30 p.m. at the
numaymg.
Harmon Hall. Hostesses will be the members of Lodge 728.
All members and one guest are invited to attend and must call
Nancy Buchanan at 767-0077 before Wednesday, Nov. 30, to
make reservations.
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First Methodist Choir to present Cantata
The Chancel Choir of First United Methodiat Church will
present its annual Christmas cantata on Sunday, Dec. 4, at the
11 a.m. worship service. The choir will ding "Tapestry of
Light." a Celtic celebration of carols from Ireland, England,
Scotland and Wales. The public is invited to attend. First
Methodist Church is located at 503 Maple Street, just off the
Courthouse Square, Murray. For information, contact Pamela
Wurgler, choir director. at pwurgler@murraystate.edu.

Open house set for Hazel Antiques
The Hazel Antique District will hold its annual Hazel Christmas Open House Saturday, Dec. 3, from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
and Sunday, Dec. 4, from 12:30-4:30 p.m. There will be carols, refreshments and Santa will be in town on Sunday afternoon around 2 p.m. The public is invited to shop the antique
stores for all Christmas shopping needs. For information, call
(270) 492-6333 or (270) 492-8128.
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Merryman House to hold fundraiser

Photo provided

& sifts
Decorating
& Gift Ideas
*Cut Fraser Fir
*Fresh Wreaths
*Woodwick Candles
*Gift Cards

AGRICULTURAL TOPIC: Michael Burchett, of Burchett
Farms in Calloway County. was the guest sReaker at a recent
Mayfield Rotary luncheon meeting held at the MayfieldGraves Country Club. Burchett updated the group on how
important farming is, as well as the impact it has on the community. Pictured, from left, are Rotarian Ryan Drane, Burchett
and Rotarian and Kentucky State Rep. Fred Nesler.

Until the end of December. Merryman House is collecting
donations of old cell phones which will be turned in to Shelter Alliance to be refurbished or destroyed. Merryman House
will receive money for each donation and money raised will
be used to help someone in need. Drop-off boxes are located
at Kopperud Realty, Murray Bank and Primary Care. For more
e-mail
Mayda
at
information,
Ragsdale
ragsdalem newwavecomm.net
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Members of the WMHS TV 13 staff are pictured with Terri and Rocky Long, center, members
of the Murray Lions Club. The Longs participate each year with the WMHS TV 13 team in the
Lions Club Auction, to raise funding for eye-care services in the community for the elderly and
young population.
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Special to the Ledger
During this year's annual
Lion's Club television auction.
Terri and Rocky Long donated
$500 to the WMHS TV 13 program in support of the students'
participation. The Longs said
they donated the funds in hopes
it would be used to purchase any
needed equipment for the
WMHS TV 13 program.
Sherry Purdom, WMHS TV
13 instrpctor, said the WMHS
TV 13 program is very thankful
and appreciative for the contribution."We truly appreciate the
generosity of the Longs," she
said. "Their support will continue to help our program afford
the ever-changing technology
needs that are mandated in our
program."

Photo provided

READING BUDDY: Murray Elementary School Watch
DOGS.(Dads of Great Students) Scott Swells is a reading
buddy to the students. Swalls is shown reading with second
grader Caleb Cauley.

CCHS earn third in
speech tournament

!es

trch

e-mail: abayamOsurrayledger.cont

•

Carol Chapman / MISD

HISTORY REPORT: Third grade Murray Elementary School
students have been reading about famous people in history
and were to give a report on a famous person. Students could
share their knowledge through a power point, by giving a
speech or various other means such as mobiles. Abby
Elmore researched Florence Nightingale and used a display
board to show the timeline of her life while she talked about
Nightingale.

Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County High
School Speech Team claimed
third place out of 26 schools
competing at the Danville High
School "Tournament of Firsts"
in Danville on Saturday. Nov.
19.
The La)cers earned 109 overall
sweepstakes points in the contest. Boone County took top
honors with 227 points.
Students for Calloway placed,
follows:
as
Dramatic
Kennedy
Interpretation,
Garrison. second. Katie Neihoff,
fourth. Stephanie McClain.
fifth: Improvisational Duo,
Garrison/Sullivan
Kennedy
McCallon. fourth: Highest
Non-Advancing
Ranking
Novice in Improvisational Duo.
Andrea McCormack/Stephanie
McClain; Novice Broadcasting,
Jessica Williams. third:, Novice
Prose. Brian Hale, fifth;
Original Oratory, Sullivan
McCallon. third; Poetry, Anna
Brashear, sixth; Storytelling.
Jacob Doughty. sixth.

Photo provided

STUDENT PLAY: Students at North Calloway Elementary recently presented a play titled "The
Three Pig Opera." Pictured, are kindergarten students Amelia Slaten, left, and Brayden
Rushing.
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CLASSROOM MUSEUM: Holly Bloodworth, third grade teacher at Murray Elementary School,
turned her room into a museum with items you might have seen in 1620. Students did research
on various items, and they opened up thei,exhibit to the rest of the elementary school. Students
Caroline Kim, left, and Thomas Smeteria talked to the museum visitors about living in a
teepee.
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CAN COLLECTION: Murray High School students collected cans for Need Line before the
Thanksgiving holiday and thanks to the many students who supported the can drive, Murray
High School took 615 cans to Need Line. The junior class collected the most cans and are pictured with the donation. According to Teresa Speed, MHS principal, the school is in the process
of collecting cans again for the Christmas holiday. Those wishing to help may drop cans off at
Murray High School.
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Find us on

facebook

wwvv.TheRetreat0fMurray.com
Monday - Friday: 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. • Saturday: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.

1710 C Hwy 121 North • 270.761.REST

PUBLISHED MONTHLY (a
1505 STADIUM VIEW DR.
MURRAY, KY 42071
Well, we have celebrated another Thanksgiving:
Our dinner was delicious! Thank you to our cooks!
I would also like to say thank you to all the staff
and administrator for all the help you give to the
activity department, I couldn't do it without you.
Thank you. I would also like to thank our residents
and families for making our holidays so special.
We all have a lot to be thankful for this year.
We are now looking forward to decorating our home
for Christmas. We will be starting our tour of Christmas
lights soon, and looking forward to the live nativity scene.
We're all in the holiday spirit!
So from our home to yours, Happy Holidays!

Our December Jackpot Winners are:
Ted Riddle, Evelyn Reitdorf
and Ganella Nesbitt
FERN TERRACE

"Where We're All One Family"
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Notice
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
The City of Murray Kentucky is soliciting proposals
from qualified professionally licensed electrical contractors to provide back-up electncal power generators and the necessary installation services, for Fire
Station 1, Fire Station 2 and the Police
Department
Interested parties may receive a copy of the
"Request for Proposal" by visiting the City Clerk at
City Hall located at 104 North 5th Street Monday Friday between 8am and 5pm. The "Request for
Proposal" document may also be accessed by visiting the City of Murray website at
www.murrayky.gov under the announcement heading.
A tour of the facilities that the equipment will be
installed in will take place at Fire Station 1 on
December 1, 2011 at 9 a.m. The deadline to submit
completed proposals 18 5 p.m on December 6th,
2011

EOE/AAE
060
H. Wanted

LEE JEWELRY
ARTISANS

Jones
C.A.
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following positions for a temporary
assignment that will
begin in December
Service
Customer
Representative
Order Entry Clerk
Positions available on
140 2nd shifts
Please submit your
to
resume
careers@ chuckjones.n
et or apply in person at
306 Andrus Or, Murray,
KY.
t
si
i
V
www.chuckjones.net
job
complete
for
descriptions and other
full time employment
opportunities.
If hired, applicants
must pass a background check and drug
screen.

irf

Are you planning
4
a Special Event or
need a place to
meet?
Kent The
'•
Woodmen of
The World Hall
1270)753-4371- Pay
1(270/482-1805- Night

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
060
Help Wsnted
Automotive tech fo
well established deal
ership Send resume to
P.O. Box 148 Murray.
KY 42071 Attn: HR
Manager
EXPERIENCED
Technicians
Service
and Helpers needed for
local liVAC Company.
Technicians
Service
must hold a current
Kentucky Journeyman
License and be EPA
Tools
certified.
required. Salary based
experience.
on
Company benefits and
retirement package.
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-R Murray.
KY 42071.

LOCAL office needs
part-time help. Send
resume to: Office PO
Box 1444. Murray, KY
42071.

Chevy,
PEPPERS
GMC
Buick, and
sales position available. Apply at
Peppers. 2420 E.
Wood St. Pads, TN.
38242.
(731)642-3900
REAL Estate agent. 1st
Kentucky Reality.
270-978-1202
RECEPTIONIST-THIS
position provides a first
voice to our customers.
which reflects the company's image of professional quality service.
Position directs a high
volume of incoming
calls and persons conoffice.
our
tacting
Team members are
expected to work well
in a team environment,
help each other, work
hard and have fun.
Requirements-experience using MS Word,
MS Excel and intemet,
customer
excellent
service skills, must
have fnendly and positive attitude and excellent verbal and written
communication skills.
To apply for this position, please submit
resume to: customerservice0auestpharOf
maceuticals.com
apply in person at
Quest Pharmaceuticals
300 East Chestnut
Street in Murray

Size Units • Climate Cont

Aft
SAFETY
DIRECTOR

UPG in Paducah has
an opening for a
safety director, must
be experienced in
safety, degree or
expenence required.
Please call Eric at
450-4145 or toll free
at 1-800-874-4427
ext. 145 or email to
egibson@upgas.com

753-3853

16x80. 3BR, 2BA
mobile home on 1 acre
lot on Jessica Ln. $500
down with approved
credit. For appointment
call Todays Homes @
270-527-5645

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposi
required. 753-4109.
2-BR brick duplex.
Located 609 Elm St.
residential
Quiet,
neighborhood. Close to
school,
hospital,
Weaks Center. C/H/A,
w/d, dw, disposal, carport. 10x20 covered
deck with lights and
ceiling fan. $6004400
deposit moves you in.
Available Dec. 1st
293-2797.
4BR, 2BA $550/mo
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
140
Want to Buy

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109
Buying & Selling
old U.S. Coins,
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars, halves,
quarters, dimes,
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets.
Randy Brandon
293-6999

lit Full Mo. Rent Free
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive
IBR & 2BR Apts.
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283

cr

150
Articles
For Sale
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS •
at
bargains
has
Trends-N -Treasures
coins
Buy/appraise
270-753-4161

•49,0"
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

(270) 753-1713

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

Sit

• weekly & special pickup,
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

& Hauling,
TONI.'URA% is
270-753-2279
From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fer
We Do It Ail
No Job To Small'
270 871 niztlir•

FOR
- Bu:
norther
vince
credits
busines
ning sta
Ken'
investm
ment fu
of up to
ment. Its
like Ohi
ilar in,
investor
At
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uals wh
in new
introduc
session
and loc
plan to t
sion in J
State
Democr
The Kei

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Veer Septic Sheds
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686
HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
Reliable

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations.
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights. Electncity, and 24/7 Surveillance

SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

NEW Listing
3BR, 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

270-753-2905
Houses For Rent
CLOSE to campus! 4
bedroom rental house
References, 1 year
lease. Available immepets
No
diately.
$750/dep
$750/mo
436-5085
MSU students wel3BR, 1 BA,
come
detached
C/H/A,
garage, W/D included.
1 year lease, no pets.
lmi West of Murray city
limits on US 121 N.
$650/mo. $650/security deposit. Call Judy @
270-753-1718

Equal opportunity

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
today.
appointment
270-753-2905
NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056
Several 2BR duplexs
now.
available
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898

2BR, 1BA house in
Hazel. C/H/A. appliances furnished, must
show references. No
pets. 270-293-3522 or
270-978-2174
3 Bedrooms, 2 Bath,
unfurn, city schools,
central heat & air,
stove, fridge. dishwasher, W/D hookup,
garage, big
2-car
back yard.
fenced
Melrose Drive, Annual
lease $875. Tel. 270873-4791.
3-5BR available now.
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
3BR, IBA appliances
furnished. $625/mo +
deposit. lyr. lease.
978-0742
rental
2BR
Small
house $425 rent, $425
227-6431,
deposit
293-6156

Beautiful brick home,
2,000sqft, 3BR, 3BA, 2
car garage, carport,
.3acres, lake, 4MI to
Murray. $249.000.00.
731-247-6193

"If you've got it, we can store 1t

Houses For Rent
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
pa.him. Sealcoating

2.5 story brick house
with barn on 8 scenic
acres. Price reduced
Call 293-7252 to view

GARLANt
RENTAL

320
Apartments For Rent

Computers

WARD ELKINS

460
Homes For Sale

812 Whitnell Ave.

270
Mobile Homes For Sale

DISCLAIMER

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

COM

24/7 Surveillance • Electricity

EOE/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayiedgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.corn.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you

PADUCAH Real Estate
4 week Licensing Class
starts 1-3-12. $320
down, use tax refund
pay balance. TexVcall
270-223-0789.
deloise.adams@ gmail.

MINI
STORAGE'
III

benefit package. Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky. Apply in person at Lake
Way Nursing & Rehabilitation Center 2607
Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY 42025

Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation
Center 2607 Main Street Benton, KY
42025 admits and serves patients
equally without regard to race, color,
creed, religion, or national origin.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

ON BEAc

Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center is
currently accepting applications for a full-time
afternoon LPN. We also offer an excellent

If you have any questions please contact Eric
Pologruto at 762-0320.

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Real Estate

Help Wanted

360
Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G8C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

370
ommercial Prop
For Sale
For Sale
cfr3i1AalMMS
Well established
small engine sales &
service repair
I business in Murray.
Serious inquiries
only

270-978-1187

Need to sell
your house?
Call us we
will be glad
to help.
Murray Ledger &
Times
270-753-1916

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
•Flight Review
*Discovery Flight

KEY ROOFING,
PAINTING &
REMODELING
$$ We will save
YOU money $5

(270)873-2098

Free Estimates
References

(270)925-5387

Fa

(270) 703-0978

FREE
PICK UP

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

& Dependable
Etimates
Shirnp Rr.ii,C),al
1

(270) 205-6063

WINI
A Winc
has ear
award.
Tom
dren a
young al
est in rat
The
(http://bi
Tom am
winning
Sorting
Americi
Associa
Champi(
It's a.

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
Serving Murray
Calloway County for
over 40 years
Free estimates
270-753-5827
GOT LEAVES?

TREE SERVICE
*Trimming
*Removal

Leaf Vacuum

*Stump Grinding

We Finance

Service

•Firewood

hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461

*Insured
(270) 489-2839

Leaf relief is just a
phone call away!

FOR RENT

753-5726
Services Offered

sp,
Exck
parking bl it .
from 750-21005qt'
Spaces can be modified
to meet individual
needs It you are in
noi-1 of office spA,-,
270-752-0201
.

RETAIL Store in Hazel.
+/-.
SF
5000
$750.00/month.
270-492-8211

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 751-1916
227-0587
All Carpentry Const.
additons,
Remodel,
decks, vinyl siding,
home/ mobile home
repair.
Larry Nimmo
753-0353

Gete
etINTR_AeliNG
L'afirnerviihk R
I koorative Feneinu
1)eching
R orkidelit
R
Landscaping
& 31aintenance
I
& Ins.
krts..NIITArk-N
lit

reg. English
AKC
Bulldog puppies. 1st
shots. 270-335-3943
270994-3915
http://bodaciousbulldogs.us

Gra

MITCHELL'S
LAWN &
LAN DSCAPIN
Dirt Work
Dozer Work
Tractor Work
Bush Hogging
227-0906
FREE ESTIMATES

127:!)
6" Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
8 Maintenance
Owner:
Greg Mansfield

(270) 293-8480

Hall Electric

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
Corner of 121 S. & Glendale.
IOXIO$25 10115 $40
DOG Obedience.
(270) 436-2524
(270) 293-6906
(270)436-2858
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Two story 3BR, 1BA.
All appliances included
on 4 acres. Located
Wildcat
between
Recreation Area and
Irvin Cobb Resort.
$64,000.00. 293-5587

kentuckyiake
remodeling corn

Tree
YEARRY'S
Service and mowing.
Licensed and insured.
24 hour emergency
assistance. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Since 1986
Res.. Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

s
s

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com

270-210-6267
LOCAL-TREE Service
Tree Removal
Trimming
Stump Grinding
& More
Fully Insured

Subscribe to the
MURRAY

De

' LEDGER&TIMES
Home Delivery
Local Mail
$30.00
3 mo.
$55.00 3 mo........
1 6 mo.
6 mo. .........$55.00
1 1 yr.....-....--$105.00
I yr.
........$105.00

1
Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice

All real estate advertised herein
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Small business incentives to be considered again
FORT MITCHELL,Ky.(AP)
— Business organizations in
northern Kentucky hope to convince lawmakers to provide tax
credits that would support small
businesses and individuals running startup companies.
Kentucky offers an angel
investment tax credit to investment funds, but not individuals,
of up to 40 percent of the investment. More than s20 other states,
like Ohio and Indiana, offer similar incentives to individual
investors.
A bill that would have
extended a tax credit to individuals who want to invest money
in new small businesses was
introduced in the past regular
session of the General Assembly
and local lawmakers say they
plan to try again in the next session in January.
State Rep. Arnold Simpson,a
Democrat from Covington, told
The Kentucky Enquirer that he

plans to reintroduce the bill next
week (http://bit.ly/uecZH8 ).
"We need a catalyst to create
jobs," Simpson said. "This bill is
such a vehicle."
Supporters of the bill say
small businesses have gone to
Cincinnati rather than northern
Kentucky because of that state's
tax credits.
Candace Klein, who is originally from northern Kentucky,
said those incentives played a
role in her decision to locate her
new company in Cincinnati. Her
venture
is called
latest
SoMoLend, which is a website
that matches up entrepreneurs
with
individual
directly
investors.
"I grew up in northern
Kentucky," Klein said. "It is
where I have all my personal
contacts. Like any business
owner, you reach out to friends
and family first. But because

angel investment is not common
in northern Kentucky — not
enough people accustomed to
doing it because nothing incentivizes it — it was difficult to
garner angel - investment support."
Kentucky's angel investment
tax credit has not been used to
its full potential.
In the past 11 years, investment funds have only taken $6.7
million in credits under the
Kentucky Investment Fund Act,
which has a credit limit of $40
million, according to research
prepared by the Legislative
Research Commission.
The bill introduced this year
would have made the tax credit
available for investment in businesses that have a net worth of
$10 million or less or a net
income of $3 million or less,
employ no more than 100 fulltime employees and have more
than 50 percent of assets, opera-

tions and erpployees in
Kentucky.
The bill has support from
both sides of the aisle.
"Capital is hard to come by
these days," said state Rep.
Adam Koenig, a Republican
from Erlanger. "A way to get
capital behind businesses would
be great. It makes a lot of sense."
Blair Schroeder, vice president of public affairs at the
Northern Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce, said the incentives
could help fund the next iPad or
Google.
"I've had conversations with
the state chamber,and the chambers
in
Lexington
and
Louisville," Schroeder said. "It
is a priority for them as well.
We'll be locking arms with the
business community in support
of this type of legislation. We
believe it is a positive step."

Family's hobby earns them national award
WINCHESTER, Ky.(AP)—
A Winchester family's hobby
has earned them a national
award.
Tom Stang bought his children a pony when they were
young and cultivated their interest in ranch sorting, according to
The
Winchester
Sun
(http://bitly/t)X11z). That led to
Tom and his son, Kevin Stang,
winning the Amateur Ranch
Sorting competition at the
Quarter
Horse
American
Association
World
Championship Show this month.
It's ashobby the whole family

enjoys, including Kevin's wife,
Pam, and Tom's wife, Kathy.
Ranch sorting involves herding cattle that have been numbered into two pens that measure
30 feet by 30 feet and doing it in
numerical order. The win makes
the father and son team eligible
to compete in next year's competition, and each received a
$7,000 prize.
"It's pretty exciting in the
national finals," Tom Stang said.
Teams have to qualify in
competitions that are held
throughout the year to participate in the world championship

Horoscope

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday, Nov. 30, 2011:
Focus on the quality of your domestic life. Some of you might buy
homes, while others could remodel their digs. A new addition
becomes possible, or maybe someone moves in. Though many times
you are concerned with the professional side of life, don't lose focus
on your personal life. If you are single, you meet people, as you are
magnetic. Take your time getting to know someone. If you are
attached, you will enjoy a newfound closeness. Don't allow negativity to seep in through a LIBRA friend.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive: 3-Average; 2-So-so; I-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
***** Your ability to understand a group or set of friends becomes
even more important. Sometimes others push beyond what you
believe to be appropriate. Learn to say no. Look to the long term in
delineating goals and boundaries. Tonight: Only where the fun is.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Take a long-overdue stand. See what happens when you set
limits? You establish a greater rapport. You might be surprised by
how much works out. Don't think about better health habits -- act!
Tonight: Enjoy being the lead player.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Your sixth sense and ability to define a situation emerge.
Think in terms of gains and growth. Know what you expect from a situation. Your creativity might be low, but your ability to research and
think comes out. Tonight: Listen to a favorite piece of music.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Be more forthright about expectations from a partner or associate. This same statement could be said about your personal life as
well. You are able to move to a new level of understanding.
Recognize what is going on behind a situation. Tonight: An important
discussion.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***ire Flex, and you'll discover that others are more likely to drop
rigidity. News comes forward that might force you to take another
look at certain matters. Express what works for you. Others often
challenge you and your thinking. Don't look at this behavior as bad;
use it to tighten up ideas and toss out those thoughts that are irrelevant. Tonight: Go along with the program.
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept 22)
*** Someone you care about could be sullen or difficult. You, too,
might be unusually tense about a financial or emotional matter.
Batten down the hatches. Focus on effectiveness and your long-term
direction. Cut reacting. Tonight: Do for you.
UBRA(Sept 23-Oct 22)
*** Your bah-humbug attitude has a tendency to backfire on you
more times than not. Can you release the negative thoughts and welcome more buoyant and creative ideas? Others respond much better
to this type of thinking. Tonight Schedule some good, old-fashioned
fun.
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
**** Family and friends demand your attention. How you deal with
someone and the choices you make could change radically if you
relax more. Financial information comes in that might pique your
interest. Still, take no risks today. Tonight Happily at home.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Keep conversations moving, and refuse to get locked into
any issue for now. Let everybody ponder what they perceive to be
problems. You might want to rethink a personal matter involving a
friendship. You might not be comfortable with this person. Tonight:
Hang out.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Your ability to clear your mind takes you to a new level of
thought. Someone in charge could evoke your ire, but what would
you do if you were in his or her place? Deal with your finances directly, knowing your limitations, which actually might be self-imposed.
Tonight: Balance your checkbook first.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 29-Feb. 18)
**** You feel unusually empowered. Launch a project, or perhaps
complete one in order to free yourself up. Understanding your limits
might be more important than you realize. If you cannot break past a
restriction right now, wait -- you will. Tonight: Only what you want.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Use today for research and perhaps making an appointment
for a checkup. If you can, you might want to vanish for an hour or two.
Do some Christmas shopping or maybe decide on a private unmentionable venture! Tonight: Get some extra rest while you can.
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Grant to help schools with disadvantaged students
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Six Jefferson County public
schools will share in a $1.1 million federal grand aimed at
assisting 500 students from disadvantaged backgrounds prepare for college.
The University of Louisville
will administer the funds from
the U.S. Department of
Education for Central, Fern
Creek, Moore and Shawnee high
schools and Moore and Western
middle schools.
U of L Associate Vice
President for Community
Engagement Ralph Fitzpatrick
said the money will assist firstgeneration college students.
Fitzpatrick told The CourierJournal that students who have
the potential to succeed in college will be targeted for academ-

ic, personal and career counseling (http://cjky.it/td9Cmf).
"This grant will provide the
added support Out many of our
first-generation, low-income
students need for them to understand that college is a real possibility," Fitzpatrick said. "These
students will not only have
someone help guide them
through the rest of their K-12
career, but also work through the
maze of applying for college and
how to fill out financial aid
forms."
Fitzpatrick said he will hire
two full-time counselors to help
his department oversee and
implement the program.
Principal
Fern
Creek
Houston Barber said many students think "going to college is
like a foreign language." Barber

believes the grant will help students who want to go to college,
but don't have the means or support to figure out how to get
there.
"There are a lot of kids who
do not have access to college
information and the things they
need to be doing now to prepare
for college," he said. "This will
give them an opportunity to
work with someone who will
promote the college-going culture."
The federal government
awards Talent Search Program
grants to colleges, institutions
and community organizations
with experience in serving disadvantaged youth and promoting higher education.
Earlier this year, the school
district received a similar grant

Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at www.jacquelinebigar.com.
Inc.
to help disadvantaged students (c)2011 by King Features Syndicate
get to college. Tlie $3.9 million
grant from the Council for kr'
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Designers decorate Old Governor's Mansion
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Two well-known designers are
decking the halls at the Old
in
Mansion
Governor's
Frankfort.
Jon Carloftis and James
Fanner III are working together
to showcase the stately brick
home in all its grandeur, according to • The State Journal
(http://bit.ly/tRV4tM). The magazines Southern Living and
Garden & Gun are supporting
the work.
Carloftis, who was working
on the project last week,told the
newspaper that the goal is to use
readily accessible materials, to
decorate for Christmas at the
Old Governor's Mansion. He
says the parlor will hold the
Christmas tree and should have
a more elevated style than the
rest of the residence.
"I'm all about showcasing
what we have and 1 want people
to see the designs and say,'I can
do that,'" Carloftis said.
The finished work will be
photographed ori Thursday by

the tWo magazines and a special
reception will be held Thursday
night to unveil their work.
"I am delighted that James
and Jon are doing this for us and
through their contacts are bringing these two wonderful magazines in to show others across
the United States our hidden
treasure," said Ann Evans, who
serves as director of the Old
Governor's Mansion.
Carloftis said he and Farmer
want to show how easy it is to
bring in elements of the outside.
"We're going to be using
materials that are available to
anyone," he said. "We're going
to use greenery that can be
found in yards — magnolia,
pine, cedar, holly — and even
materials that can be found in
groceries like fruits of all sorts."
In addition, Carloftis is using
bagged and burlapped fresh
trees and potted plants.
"Almost everything I am putting into my designs can be
taken outside and planted imme-

diately after the holiday," he
said. "Even many of the potted
plants I'm using for pops of
color."
Farmer, who owns James
Farmer Designs in Kathleen,
Ga., and does work for Southern
Living, said when it comes to
using natural elements, he has a
similar style.
"I'll be using everything from
nature that I can find to decorate, both dried and fresh," he
said. "Beautiful centerpieces
and decorations for a tree do not
have to come from a store."
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If you are a NEWCOMER
to Murray/Calloway Co.

Call SYL_VIA SANERT
AT (210) 227-5456
OR 759-9216
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME

We want to

*

Florist Beth Sebastian will
decorate the two upstairs levels
of the house.
The mansion was built in
1797 and was occupied until
about 10 years ago. Aft= a renovation, it was opened for
tourists to visit.
The decorated mansion will
be open for public viewing from
Dec. 2 through Dec.I1 at a cost
of $20, which is tax deductible.
Volunteers will guide tours from
10 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday through
Saturday and 1-5 p.m. on
Sunday.

bring you gifts from many of our businesses and
professional people. It's their way of saying. "We are glad you
hayed moved to Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 60 years!

TRUMP: Tabby,
Domestic Short Hair,
Gray And White Mix,
male, adul

UMA: Domestic Short
Hair, Black & White,
One year old, female

SHELTER HOURS: MON.-Fltl. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM

For more information contact
Murray-Calloway County Animal Slielte
at (270) 759-4141

COMICS / FEATURES
Wife's mumbling causes
failure to communicate

8• Tuesday, November 29, 2011

Looking Back
Tee years ago
Kentucky Agency for Substance
Abuse Policy (ASAP) director
Larry Carrico presented Donna
Herndon with a $50,000 check to
the Calloway County ASAP to
help with substance abuse issues
in the community.
Isaac Cole. administrator of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, spoke at the October meeting
of Calloway County Retired Teachers Association. Special music was
provided by Jim Frank, guitarist
and Margie Shown. vocalist.
Twenty years ago
Dr. Concetta Cu!liver. director
of the criminal justice program at
Murray State University, was on
the program of the 50th anniversary meeting of the American Society of Criminology in San Francisco. Nov. 20-23.
The Murray-Calloway County
Chapter of Habitat for Humanity.
Inc. recently completed at sevenday work project tearing off five
old roofs from a home located at
Third and Calloway Streets in Hazel
and replacing them with new sheet-,
ing and a shingle roof.
Vicki Jan Parker. of Murray. a
printing management major at Murray State University, was recently awarded a $50 scholarship from
the Printing Industry of the South.
Kailey Michelle Stone was
crowned queen in her division at
the Paducah Christmas Pageant
held at the Executive Inn, Paducah. She is the 17 month old
daughter of Kerry and Sandra
Stone.
Recent births at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Nov.
27 include a boy to Carolyn and
Ricky Gamble, of Benton; a boy
to Barbara and Michael O'Bryan.
of Murray; a boy to Tracey and
David Rosenkoetter,of Murray; and
a boy to Billy Lynch, of
Gilbertsville on Nov. 28.
With three first places from David
Weatherly, the Murray State University Forensics Team placed first
in the Crimson Classic Individual
Events Tournament held at the
University
of
Alabama
at
Tuscaloosa last weekend.
The Murray State University

Concert Choir has just released
its third compact disc recording,
"A Choral Tour of Italy: 2001."
Thirty years ago
Lisa Cannon Greene, of Murray. was selected as the outstanding junior in journalism at Murray State University in 1980-81.
Work from a Children's Art
Workshop. six weeks of art instruction for elementary education,sponsored by Murray State University Art Department and Calloway
Public Library. is now on exhibit in the meeting room of the library.
Donna K. Smith has been
appointed administrative assistant,
effective Dec. I, at Bennett and
Associates, according to Wayne
Bennett, president of the insurance agency.
Joe Kelso shot a 9-point buck
Nov. 16, while hunting in southeast Graves County.
Forty years ago
Airman James M. Carter. .son
of Eris Carter, had graduated from
Sheppard Air Force Base. Texas.
Dan Jones,T.C. Hargrove.Lyman
Dixon, James Washer. Paul
Buchanan, Carl Ellis, and Charles
Chillcutt had high averages in bowling in Kentucky Lake League at
Corvette Lanes.
Fifty years ago
Max Smotherman, 31-year-old
farm leader of Lynn Grove. was
elected chairman .of Calloway
County Farm Young Peoples Organization.
Steve Williams, Richard Workman, Charlie Robertson. Joe Pat
Futrell and Tommy Wells of Murray High School Tiger football team,
had been named to All Western
Kentucky Conference Team at a
meeting at Kenlake Hotel.
Sixty years ago
Cpl. Noel W. Lemons, of Hazel,
had been awarded the Bronze Star
medal for heroic achievement in
action with 25th Infantry Division
in Korea.
Professor Thomas Wilkstrom was
to. present a violin recital Nov.
29. in Fine Arts Recital Hall, Murray State College. He is an instructor at Murray Training School and
also at Fine Arts Department. MSC.

DEAR ABBY: My wife of 25
years has an annoying habit that
drives me crazy. When she starts
a conversation with me,she'll speak
in a very low voice and mumble
without looking at me. I truly
cannot hear or understand what
she's saying and have to respond
with,"Excuse
me?"
I
When
speak to her,
I make sure I
talk clearly
and in a loud
enough voice,
but
she
always
throws
the
remarks
Dear Abby same
back at me By Abigail
"Excuse
me?".
She
Van Buren
doesn't do this
with anyone else. I have pointed
out to her that what she is doing
is annoying,disrespectful and rude,
and asked her to please not do
it, but she continues.
Why does she do this to me,
and what can we do to change
it? There's nothing wrong with
her hearing. She's always telling
me to turn down the TV. -- MARRIED TO A MUMBLER
DEAR MARRIED TO A
MUMBLER: Allow me to offer
a suggestion that may improve
the situation: Have YOUR hearing checked. If you can't hear
your wife when she speaks softly and isn't looking directly at
you, and she "always" tells you
to turn down the TV, it could
indicate that you are suffering
from a hearing loss.
OMAN.

DEAR ABBY: My mother,
whom I love very much, is a terrible gift-giver. At Christmas and
on birthdays she gives me ridiculous gifts -- clothing that doesn't
fit, jewelry I would never wear,
electronics I haven't asked for and
don't need. Last year. she removed
the tags from everything and didn't include receipts so the items
could be returned. (Some were

very costly.)
I have created online wish lists,
offered Mom "suggestions" and
even told her not to worry about
gifts. She'll take none of my suggestions. I try to be polite. But
Mom's feelings are always hurt
when I'm not "thrilled" with the
unwanted gifts, and it puts a
damper on events that should be
happy ones. I hate her wasting
money on things that will not be
appreciated or used. How do I
handle this? -- UNFORTUNATELY UNGRATEFUL
DEAR
UNGRATEFUL:
Because you have tried being logical, helpful and frank, and nothing has worked, thank your mother for her gifts and then put them
on eBay or donate them. That
way SOMEONE can appreciate
them, or you may get enough
money back to buy yourself something you will enjoy.
DEAR ABBY: We have close
friends and alternate having dinner at each other's homes. The
wife has a couple of habits I find
annoying.
She'll run her fingers around
the outside of a serving dish and
then lick her finger. After dinner,
I always have a dish of candy
on the table for everyone's enjoyment. But before this woman
leaves, she'll say she's taking some
of it home to eat later.
Am I being petty to be annoyed
by her behavior? -- WILLING
TO SHARE, BUT ...
DEAR WILLING: I can see
how a dinner guest running her
finger around a serving dish, then
licking her finger could gross you
out, and we both know that rather
than telling you she's taking some
of your candy home with her, she
should wait until you offer it.
However, you say you are close
friends. Therefore I assume that
on some level her positives outweigh her negatives, or you would
have expressed how her behavior
makes you feel -- which would
have solved your problem because
you'd be seeing a lot less of her.

Today in History
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F. Scott's ship Terra Nova set sail
from New Zealand.carrying Scott's
expedition on its ultimately futile
— as well as fatal — race to
reach the South Pole first.
In 1929, Navy Lt. Cmdr.
Richard E. Byrd, pilot Bernt
Balchen, radio operator Harold
Jaw and photographer Ashley
McKinney made the firitt airplane
flight over the South Pole.
In 1967. Secretary of Defense
Robert S. McNamara announced
he was leaving the Johnson administration to become president of
the World Bank.

In 1981, actress Natalie Wood
drowned in a boating accident off
Santa Catalina Island, Calif., at
age 43.
In 1986, actor Cary Grant died
in Davenport, Iowa, at age 82.
In 1991, 17 people were killed
in a 164-vehicle pileup during a
dust storm on Interstate 5 near
Coalinga, Calif. Actor Ralph Bellamy died in Santa Monica, Calif.,
at age 87.
Ten years ago: George Harrison, the "quiet Beetle," died in
Los Angeles following a battle
with cancer; he was 58.
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E3IcF"J IDI E"
WE NEED ANOT14ER 'EATING ROLOAY'
TO GO BETWEEN TRANKSGIVNG AND
CARISTMA5
-AN "EATING
WAITING _
ROLIDAY'?
IS PURE
AGONY?

YEAH II' COULD BE AROLHO
DECEMBER E7T14 AND WE COULD
CALL IT "THANKS-MAS" OR
_
SOMETI-IING..

ILL tIET YOU ALREADY KNOW
EXACTLY HOW MANY DAYS TWERE
ARE BETWEEN TRANKSGIVING AND
CSIRISTAAS
TI415 YEAR
OKAY, IT'S
WRAT'S
31!
YOUR
POINT? 3
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KEEPING
THINGS ON
THE Q.T.
I) e a r
Readers:
-I
reader recently suggested
some hints tot
keeping gifiet
by
around
the
Heloise
house4awneone is working at home. Mirna M. offers these
additional hints, via email:
* Turn washer/dryer end-ofcycle signal off.
• Stop microwave with a few
wconds to go.
* Leave a note at the front
door about where deliveries should
be left (check daily).
• Wear headphones for watching TV.
• The worker can take a break
when lawn care is being done.
• Put cellphones on vibrate.
Another reader wraps the landline phone in pillows.
There probably can't be total
silence in a busy household, but
eliminating some small sources of
noise may help. -- Heloise
PS.: From someone who has
worked at home (albeit with a
full office and staff)for more than
30 years, the biggest distraction?
Cabbie, our mini schnauzer!

-Ittv
A NEIV STUDY CONCLUDES THAT
EVERYDAY ACTIVITIES ACTUALLY
COUNT AS EXERCI9E.

I'M EATING PIZZA,
DRINKING 5094 AND
WATC4ING TV.

(
I LET'S

FIla 1_11=100

po YOU KNOW WHAT YOU WANT If
FOR CHRISTMAS, CsARFIELP?

DEAR DOCTOR K: 1 had
my first baby about a month ago.
and ever since I have been feeling depressed and overwhelmed.
I keep waiting for these feelings
to go away, chalking them up to
my adjustment to new parenthood,
but they haven't yet. At whai point
should I seek treatment?
DEAR READER: Most mothers experience
"baby
the
blues" during
the first few
days after giving
birth.
Symptoms
include anxiety, irritability and weepiness.
They
Dr. Komaroff t ypically
worsen by the
By
Dr. Anthony fourth or fifth
day
after
Komaroff
delivery. Then
they go away
over the next two weeks. The
cause is unknown. It may be simply exhaustion from labor and
delivery.
Postpartum depression is different. Compared to the "baby
blues," it is more severe, is constant throughout the day and also
lasts longer. Since you've been feeling depressed for at least a'Month.
I suspect you have postpartum
depression. This condition can
make you feel sad, worthless or
guilty. You may find you're unable
to concentrate or take interest in
anything, even your new baby.
We don't know the causes of
postpartum depression. Hormone
fluctuations are one possibility.
During pregnancy, your levels of
estrogen and progesterone both
rise dramatically. After delivery,
those hormone levels plummet.
These changes may lead to changes
in your mood, sleep patterns,
appetite and more.
It's also possible that some
women find the prospect of caring for a new baby very stressful. You might predict that this

SAMPLER SHOPPING?
Dear Heloise: You asked
whether your readers have ever seen
someone SAMPLING FRUIT OR
VEGETABLES at the supermarket. I've seen worse than that.
While shopping at a major
chain grocery store, I started down
an aisle and encountered three
women opening bottles of barbecue sauce, dipping their fingers
in the sauce and tasting to find
just "the right" sauce! "Rejects"
were placed back on the shelf.
where they could have been purchased by unsuspecting shoppers.
I immediately reported what I
had seen to the manager. He promised me he would take care of
the matter by removing the opened
jars, but he did not wish to confront the "sampling" shoppers.
Two days later, I returned to
the same grocery store. Out of
curiosity, I revisited the barbecuesauce aisle. There I spied three
of the opened jars, which were
still on the shelf. You could tell
each jar had been opened because
of breaks in the foil seal pear the
cap.
Other shoppers, in a hurry or
distracted by their children, might
not have noticed that these jars
had been previously opened and
sampled.
Once again, I reported the con-
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Post-partum depression
occurs in men and women
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taminated barbecue-sauce jars to
the store manager. I've never
shopped at that store again and have
given all my business to a major
competitor. -- Maggie in Florida
Maggie. What were they thinking? Yuck! Readers? -- Heloise
NO METAL IN THE
MICROWAVE
Dear Heloise: I have read your
column almost since your mom
started it. If a city had two papers.
I would choose the one carrying
her column!
I was thinking the other day
about my first microwave. I decided I would practice heating water
in my daily coffee cup. I filled
it, put it in and turned it on, and
sparks started flying! Since it was
my daily cup. it had not occurred
to me that it had a little gold
trim on it! We learn from our
mistakes! -- Gloria T., via email
Gloria, a good reminder! Gold
IS a metal, and so it's a no-go
in the microwave! -- Heloise
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise. P.O. Box
795000. San Antonio, 7X 82795000, or you can fax it tj 1-210HELOISE or e-mail it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my column.
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would be more likely to happen
in women having their first baby.
In fact, postpartum depression does
appear to be more common after
the first baby than after subsequent births.
One thing that has struck me
about my patients with postpartum depression is how guilty they
feel. Here they are at what is
supposed to be one of the happiest times in their lives, and
instead they are sad -- and guilty
about being sad.
Postpartum depression occurs in
about five women out of every
100 who have a baby. It usisally
starts in the first two to three
weeks after the birth of the baby.
If you have had depression in the
past, you may be more likely to
suffer postpartum depression.
Postpartum depression is not
just a problem for women. Some
fathers develop depression during
the postpartum period, often when
their wives develop depression. But
fathers can develop depression in
the weeks following the birth of
the baby even if the mother is
not depressed. In fact, some
research indicates postpartum
depression is more common in
men than women.
If you think you have postpartum depression, be sure to seek
help. Lack of treatment can take
a toll not only on your mental
health, but also on the way your
baby develops. Fortunately, there
are many types of treatment for
you to consider, ranging from psychotherapy to antidepressant drugs.
Some of these can be taken safely even while a woman is breastfeeding. In severe cases. electroconvulsive therapy can work faster
than drugs.
The stresses of motherhood may
never fully go away, but your
feelings of depression can and
should be treated. •
(D r.
Komaroff is a physician and professor at Harvard Medical School.
Go to his website to send questions and get additional information: www.AskDoctorK.com.)
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Hints From Heloise

By the Associated Press
Today is Tuesday; Nov. 29. the
333rd day of 2011. There are 32
days .left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 29. 1961, Enos the
chimp was launched from Cape
Canaveral aboard the MercuryAtlas 5- spocicraft, which orbited
earth twice before returning.
On this date:
In 1864, a Colorado militia
killed at least 150 peaceful
Cheyenne Indians in the Sand
Creek Massacre.
In 1910, British explorer Robert
13 A.13
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PREP WRESTLING

Youthful Lakers will rely on 'raw' talents
SENIORS CHARLIE COURTNEY AND
CHRIS HALL EXPECTED TO LEAD
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GREG WADDELL / Ledger & Times

Calloway County High School wrestling coach Dickie
Walls talks to his team during a practice early in the season. Walls and his Lakers kick off their 2011-2012 campaign this week.
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By GREG WADDELL
off that team so we're young Assistant Sports Editor
very young - in age and experiComing off their best season ence," he said. "We are led by
last year in which they posted a returning seniors and Charlie
record of 12-7. the Calloway Courtney and Chris Hall and
County wrestling team will then we have some guys that
return to the mats Thursday for have moved up from middle
their first match of 2011-12 sea- school and freshman this year
son. They'll do so, though, after that we expect to contribute.
spending the last few months This is a rebuilding year but
preparing for life without the -from what I've seen in our
eight seniors who graduated in scrimmage were going to do
the spring. Still, though the okay. Even though we're young.
squad will miss the athleticism I think, we probably have a little
and— experience of Robbie better talent than, maybe, we've
Friedrich, Keaton Starks, Aaron started with in the past at this
Littlepage and the other depart- age."
ed seniors, Laker head coach
He pointed to the team's
Dickie Walls said the team will youth system as a big reason for
turn to a talented albeit raw. that edge.
core this season looking for a
"Most of the younger guys
run come region time. That coming in we're part of our little
doesn't mean, a few familar league program and have wresfaces won't be leading the youth tled for several years, so they're
movement though.
a little more experienced for
"We graduated eight seniors those younger guys," Walls

noted. "This isn't the first year
"Last year, Chris wresded in
they've ever wrestled. Even the 135 pound weight class and
though we're young I expect us this year he's probably going to
to do pretty well and make a run be in the 138 or 145 pound
in the region. Injuries kind of class. He's hit the weight run
have us plagued right now and over the summer and has put on
we have a few weight classes quite a bit of muscle. Charlie
that we don't have anyone did the same and he will be
because of injury. We've got to wrestling in the 170 pound
get those guys healed up. It's weight class this year (after
going to be a tough start here at wresting) last year in the 160.
the first of the year as far as We expect both of the to do very
team wise goes. Individually, well this year and Charlie on
we expect the guys that we do Saturday at the scrimmage went
have out here to do well 5-0 and didn't allow a point
though."
scored against him. We're
As for the team's two senior expecting big things out of him.
leaders, Courtney and Hall will It's extremely important to have
face the added challenge of two quality seniors that have
moving up in weight class. come through the program since
After a change in the weight the eight grade. This is their
classes over the summer, each fifth year on the varisty team
may be forced to wrestle 10 and just to have that leadership
pounds heavier than last season. and their knowledge to guide
Still, Walls said both have these younger guys that are just
adapted in stride and should be coming and this is their first
fine. In fact, the Laker head man year on the team has been
pointed to Courtney's perform- invaluable."
ance in Saturday's scrimmage
•See WRESTLING, 10A
as a telling sign.

MURRAY STATE AT WESTERN KENTUCKY
I HURSDAY•7 P.M.•DIDD1 t: ARENA (BOWLING GREEN, KY)
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Resting for the rivalry

Racer Sports in Brief

PROHM USES MONDAY AS
DAY OF REST AS RACERS
PREPARE FOR HILLTOPPERS
By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor
When asked about the excitement he was feeling entering
Thursday's rivalry game with
Western Kentucky, first-year
head coach Steve Prohm cracked
a brief smile, then came back
with an answer that proves
Prohm is settling in quite nicely
as the Racers' new front-man.
"I get excited about every
game I get to coach," he said
with a laugh.
Prohm understands, however,
that Thursday night's contest
against the former Ohio Valley
Conference member Hilltoppers
is as big as any on the regular
season schedule.
"I'm excited to coach in the
rivalry," he said. "It's a tremendous rivalry, and anytime you
can coach in a big one like this,
that's fun."
Prohm will be doing so. however, with a bit of uncertainty as
to where his team will be at physically prior to tip-off.
The Racers returned to
Murray on Sunday night, capping off a nine-day road-swing
that included a win at AlabamaBirmingham, before taking off to
the Great Alaska Shootout — a
tournament the Racers won with
three victories in four days.
Prohm let his players have the
day off on Monday to recover a
bit, but most of the players:: including All-OVC guard Isaiah
Canaan — who played 45 of the
50 minutes in the Racers' doubleovertime championship game
Southern
over
victory
Mississippi — required some
attention.
"A lot of our guys are spending(Monday)getting some treatment, going through some precautionary stuff," Prohm said.
"They have to get ready for
Thursday pretty quick, because
Thursday will be another highadrenaline, emotion packed
game, and they will have to be
ready to play."
Prohm said his players also
used Monday as an "academic
day," with finals just a week
away.
In the Hilltoppers, the Racers
will see a relatively young squad.
but one that has been truly battle
tested through the early going.
Western opened the season

From MSIU Athletics
Murray State junior Isaiah
Canaan was named the Ohio
Valley Conference Player of
the Week in voting conducted
by the league's sports information directors.
Canaan had an amazing
week at the Great Alaska
Shootout where he helped the
Racers take the championship
with wins over AlaskaAnchorage, San Francisco
and Southern Mississippi.
The championship over
USM on Saturday was a 9081 win in double-overtime.
Canaan scored a careerhigh 36 points for MSU in the
title game on 11-of-22 from
the field (6-of-11 from threepoint range) and 8-of-8 from
the free throw line. His 36
points ranks 17th all-time at
Murray State and 10th in the
34 years of basketball in the
Great Alaska Shootout.
For the week, Canaan
averaged 25.3 points per
game for the Racers and 5.7
rebounds. He shot 55 percent
from the field (25-of-45), 54
percent three-point shooting
(I 2-of-22) and 87 percent
from the free throw line (14of-16).
Canaan has helped the
Racers to a 7-0 start to the
2011-12 season by scoring
20.6 points per game, first in
the OVC and 22nd among
NCAA D-1 players.

Up Next
Murray State at
Western Kentucky
When: Thursday, 7 p.m.
Where: Diddle Arena, Bowling Green,
Ky
Radio: WOFG. 103.7 FM
Television: Racer Television Network
Records: Murray State (7-0, 0-0 OVC)
Western Kentucky (2-5, 0-0 Sunbelt)

with a nine-point loss to St.
Joseph's, then took down
Tennessee State 52-49 three
nights later.
After the first two, the
Hilltoppers hit the road for
Charleston, S.C., falling to Tulsa
65-49, then to LSU 76-57 and
VCU 69-64 in the DirecTV
Charleston Classic.
Upon their return back to
Diddle Arena, the Hilltoppers fell
once again to last year's NCAA
Tournament Cinderalla squad
VCU, this time by a more convincing score of 68-45.
Western rebounded most
recently, however, with a 72-67
victory
over
Southeastern
Louisiana, putting their mark at
2-5 on the season.
Still. Prohm knows that
Western, who boasts one of the
youngest teams in the country,
will be ready to welcome their
rivals from the west on Thursday.
"Western is very good,"
Prohm said."They have certainly
playedachallenging schedule so
far, and they have an outstanding
group of young players, including (Derrick) Gordon and
(George) Fent."
Gordon is second on the team
in scoring, averaging 11.4 points
per game, trailing only Ti. Price,
who is averaging 11.5 a game.
Gordon leads the team in assists,
however, and is an 85 percent
free throw shooter. .Gordon is
also the second leading rebounder on the team, averaging 5.6 per
game.
Fant patrols the paint for the
Hilltoppers, and is averaging 5.7
rebounds per game and 8.3 points
per contest.
While the Hilltoppers have
plenty of talent, their inability to
put the ball in the basket is one
thing that jumps off the page
when looking at the stat sheets.
Western is only shooting 35
percent from the field so far this
season, and is a meager 67 per-

Canaan earns
OVC Player of
the Week
award

GIRLS PREP
BAS1KF,TBALL

RICKY MARTIN / Ledger & Times

Murray State junior guard Isaiah Canaan slams one home during the Racers home victory over Bethel earlier in the season. After a nine-day roadtrip, which included a trip to
Alaska, Canaan is just one of many Murray State players who spent Monday resting up
and getting treatment before Thursday's rivalry game at Western Kentucky.
cent from the tree throw line.
Prohm said he hasn't yet had
the chance to burrow into the reasons why Western is struggling
filling the net, but points that
inexperience could simply be the
issue early in the year.
"I haven't watched a ton on
Western yet," Prohm said."Some
of it may be from their youth
though. and they have played a

tough schedule.**
Meanwhile, someone who
hasn't struggled stroking the ball
is Canaan, who is averaging over
52 percent from the field so far
this season, and shot 50 percent
from the floor in his 36-point
explosion during Saturday's
championship victory.
Canaan is also finding the
points from distance as well.

shooting 46 percent from beyond
the arc.
"His offensive numbers are
great," Prohm said. "He is leading us the way he is supposed to,
but even he has more things to
work on to continue to get better.
The entire team does.
—That's what we are focusing
in on before we make the trip to
Bowling Green."

Lady Tigers
earn road
victory at
Reidland
A RMSTRONG
LEADS THE WAY
WITH 22 POINTS
Staff Report
Senior Haley Armstrong
scored 22 and fellow guard
Janssen Starks added 19, as the
See LADY TIGERS, 1 OA
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL

LOUISVILLE TAKES DOWN
LONG BEACH STATE AT HOME
you have a good team like that
playing relaxed, it's awfully
tough to stop."
Freshman Chane Behanan
had 13 points and seven
rebounds for Louisville, which
has dealt with multiple injuries
so far and was without another
player when reserve guard
Elisha Justice didn't dress after
he broke his nose when he was
hit by a ball.
"(Justice) breaks his nose,
and he's got a helmet on in
practice," Pitino said. "We've
got guys wearing helmets."
Larry Anderson scored 17
points for the 49ers before
fouling out.
Louisville has never been
close to healthy, though the
return of point guard Peyton
Siva has been important. Siva
looked much more explosive in
his second game since missing
two with a severely sprained
left ankle.
The Cardinals face their
biggest test of the season so far
on Friday night when they host
No. 20 Vanderbilt as part of the
SEC-Big East challenge.
However, they're still missing many contributors, including Justice.
Forward Rakeem Buckles
(right knee) has returned to
practice, but guard Mike Marra
(left knee) and forward
Stephan Van Treese (left knee)
are out indefinitely.

By COLIN FLY
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) —
Louisville coach Rick Pitino
short-handed
his
wanted
Cardinals to press from the
start, figuring that Long Beach
State might be weary after traveling from its previous game in
Montana.
Chris Smith scored 18
points and the sixth-ranked
Cardinals got the fast start they
wanted, but never dominated in
a 79-66 win on Monday night
for their 14th straight victory at
the KFC Yum! Center.
"We got the pace we wanted,
finally," Pitino said. "We ran
out of gas in the second half
because we haven't practiced
that pace. All we've been trying
to do in practice is just execute
and stay away from injuries.
We've gotten a little out of
shape to be playing that racehorse type basketball game."
Louisville (6-0) scored the
-first eight points of the game
and took a double-digit lead
early in the first half, but
couldn't pull away from Long
Beach State (3-3) until the
closing minute even though the
49ers never got closer than five
points in the second half.
"We never put pressure on
them to get a lead," Long
Beach State coach Dan
Monson said. "They were
always playing -relaxed. When

Long Beach State trailed 5540 after Jared Swopshire tipped
in a miss by Kyle Kurii and
Smith found Behanan on a feed
down low for a dunk for
Louisville. The 49ers rallied
with a 9-0 run and Siva picked
up his fourth foul in the stretch
before Swopshire ended it with
a dunk.
Long Beach State answered
breaking
again,
easily
Louisville's press as Casper
Ware converted a three-point
play that cut the Cardinals' lead
to 57-52 following a pass from
Mike Caffey with 8:35 left.
Smith hit a 3-pointer in the
corner and Kuric hit two free
throws to stretch the lead back
to 65-55 with 5:35 to play. It
remained in the range until the
end as both teams struggled
with foul trouble down the
stretch.
"It felt good because we
actually tried to get into our
real game, our transition flow,"
Smith said. "I mean, it feels
good to put points up on the
board because people have
been looking at the score like,
'Huh, Louisville only scores 50
points. Man, who is that?"
Russ Smith and Siva finished with 11 points apiece and
10
for
Swopshire
had
Louisville. Ware, the reigning
Big West player of the year,
finished with 13 'points and
eight assists, while T.J.
Robinson and James Ennis
scored 12 each for the 49ers.
Louisville defense was
after the
tested
finally
Cardinals came in giving up 46
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points per game, third-lowest
in the nation, and allowing
opponents to shoot 30.7 percent from the field.
The 49ers had 46 points
with more than 10 minutes left
and had already beaten a Big
East team on the road when
they defeated then-No. 9
Pittsburgh 86-76 on Nov. 16
for their first win over a top 25
opponent since 1994.
Even though Long Beach
State shot 45 percent, the
Cardinals forced 21 turnovers
while only committing 11 and
scored 27 points off the 49ers'
mistakes.
"Our
issue
was
the
turnovers," Monson said. "We
played a little better defensively in the second half, but 79
points is a lot to give up on the
road."
Siva was 0 for 7 in a win_
over Ohio on Friday night, but
he looked much better against
the 49ers with assists on
Louisville's first three baskets
as part of an 8-0 run to start the
game.
Siva made his first jumper, a
3-pointer, to give the Cardinals
a 13-4 lead, but he got into foul
trouble, picking up his second
with 12:46 in the first half and
had two more early in the second half, too.
Louisville led by as many as
16 in the first half, but was
never comfortable until the
end.
"I'd rather learn my lessons
when we win than lose," Pitino
said.

— two at Bowling Green. two at
Utah and six at Florida — Meyer
has a 104-23 record. His teams
are 7-1 in bowl games, including
the Gators' 41-14 victory over
unbeaten and top-ranked Ohio
State in the 2007 Bowl
Championship Series title game.
Meyer initially denied all the
talk about succeeding Tressel,
saying he wasn't interested in
leaving ESPN, where he was a
college football analyst.
"He enjoyed what he was
doing, but I think he also had the
bug to start coaching again,"
ESPN broadcast partner and former Ohio State linebacker Chris
Spielman said. "This was just an
opportunity that he couldn't pass
up."
Meyer inherits a young team
led by freshman quarterback
Braxton Miller, who would seem
to be a perfect fit for his spread
offense.
"We're putting a lot of pressure on this cat," Meyer joked.
"He's special."
Ohio State's .500 record this
season marked the most losses at
Ohio State since John Cooper's
1999 team also went 6-6 overall
and 3-5 in the Big Ten.
The Buckeyes already lost
their string of six Big Ten titles
when the school was forced to
vacate the 2010 season for the
NCAA violations. The school has
also self-imposed two years of
NCAA probation and offered to
return $339,000 in bowl revenue
from 2010 and to forfeit five
scholarships over the next three
seasons.
Ohio State is awaiting final
word from the NCAA's committee on infractions. The committee
tagged Ohio State with a "failure
to monitor" label — second only
to a lack of institutional control
on the list of most egregious
charges against a university. The
school could still be hit with a
bowl ban, a loss of more scholarships, or other penalties.
Ohio State President Gordon
Gee was at Vanderbilt when
Meyer was in the Southeastern
Conference with Florida.

•Wrestling
From Page 9A
As for those younger
wrestlers who could be poised
to have a breakout performance
this season, Walls had a hard
time narrowing it down.
"Nick Walls at 106 is right
on the bubble," he said.
"Depending on his motivation
and how things shake out he
. could be at the top of the region
in the 106 pound weight_class.
Isaiah Frank at the 132 pound
weight class has all the tools
that we need to be right in the

top their. Those two are a couple
of younger guys. If we continue
to develop (as a team) and grow
over the season, I think, we're
going to be very surprised as to
hopw well we're doing by the
end of the year."
What's most interesting,
though, may be the system the
Lakers have built. With a strong
middle school program that
Walls said should be right in the
thick of things come state tournament time, the varsity could
benefit for years to come.

"As far as our middle school
team goes. we're pretty
stacked," Walls said. "I expect
them to go deep into the state. I
have a couple of guys, Scott
Ruttman and Logan Thomas
that I fully expect to be competing for state championship
titles. They have all the tools."
All in all, that should make
for an interesting season in a
quest to send wrestlers back to
the state tournament. The
Lakers will take their first step
Thursday.

"1 always viewed him the way
many other coaches referred to
him as being a goody two-shoes,"
Gee said in a phone interview.
"He was called that because he
always tried to do things right,
and he was upset if others didn't
try to do it right. I have always
admired him."
But Meyers teams have not
always been so well behaved.
The Gators had 30 arrests
involving 27 players during
Meyer's six seasons.
Meyer left Utah for Florida
after leading the Utes to a perfect
season. He had a choice of either
the Florida job or the Notre Dame
job and he picked the Gators.
In his second season with the
Gators. No. 2-ranked Florida beat
unbeaten Ohio State, coached by
Tressel, 41-14 to win his first
national title.
Two years later, Florida won
another national title, beating
Oklahoma 24-14 behind Tim
Tebow.
The next year Florida contended for a repeat, but after losing the SEC title game to
Alabama, Meyer said he was
retiring from coaching, citing
health problems. He changed his
mind and was back the next day,
saying he would only take a leave
of absence.
In addition to the deal he
signed with Ohio State, Meyer's
two daughters in college and
young son also made him sign
something. It promises that he
won't overdo it, that he won't
work too hard, that he'll take care
of himself this time.

Prep Girls Basketball
Monday
Murray High 78 Reidland 55
Trigg Co 58. Ft Campbell 54 (01)
Today
Calloway Co at Paducah Tilghman,
730 p m.
Graves Co at Heath, 7.30 p.m
Hickman Co at Lone Oak. 7,30 p.m
Caldwell Co at Lyon Co_ 7:30 pm
Fulton City at Reidland, 6 p.m
Carlisle Co. at St Mary. 6 p m

Others receiving votes Creighton 104,
Harvard 101, Michigan St 84, San
Diego St 66. Georgetown 46, Ronda
St 24, Arizona 15, Illinois 13,
Washington 12, ClevRtand St 11.
Purdue 6. Marshall 5, Stanford 3.
Villanova 2, Cincinnati 1, Northwestern
1, Virginia Tech 1

Others receiving votes: Texas A&M 63.
Harvard 61. Arizona 27: Florida State
25. Purdue 251 Northwestern 23: San
Diego State 20: Cleveland State 12;
Georgetown 8: Michigan State
Illinois
7; George Mason 3. Indiana 3; Marshall
3. Washington 3: Texas2; Cincinnati 1:
Stanford 1,

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Associated Press Poll
Top 25
Record Pts Pry
Kentucky (46) 6-01,599 2
Ohio St (17)
6-01.564 3
Duke (2)
7-01.465 6
Syracuse
6-01.439 5
North Carolina 5-11.337 1
Louisville
5-01.259 7
5-01,183 9
Baylor
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•Lady Tigers
From Page 9A
Murray High Lady Tigers rolled
past Reidland Thursday night to
get their first win of the season.
The Lady Tigers only led the
Lady Greyhounds 19-11 at the
end of the first quarter. but
Murray High settled in nicely
during the second, moving the
lead to 42-19 by halftime.
Reidland made some noise in
the fourth quarter, with a majority
of the Murray High bench on the
floor to keep the score respectable
at 78-55.
Starks added eight assists with
19 points, and senior forward
Shelby Crouch recorded a double-double on opening night.
pairing 10 points to go with 11
rebounds in the victory, despite
battling foul trouble.
Kalai Trice also reached double-figures for the Lady Tigers.
who move to 1-0 on the season.
adding in 11.
. Christina Duncan and Julie
Theide added five each off the
bench, while Abby McAlpin
added three.

in hallways. kitchen. dining. family nitwn. Tile. carpet Kitchen has
lots of cabinets and pantry. Island. Stoic.. refrigerator. dishwasher_
111101,43Ne and garbage disposal. Master hedroom with master
bath Large tiled walk in shower. Split ,bedroom design. Utility
room. Back concrete covered porch with ceiling fan and electricoo
Central heat and air. Gas heat. Open floor plan Lots ot windows
throughout. MLS W225/1

Price reduced to $215,000!
2225 Traci Drive
Newer 4 bedroom 2 1/2 bath brick home located in quiet
subdivisicm Split floor plan, fenced in backyard. spacious
living room. formal dining mom. hardwood floors, arched
windows and recessed lighting. Kitchen has beautiful cherry
cabinets with island, pantry and cr.riun countenops. Large
master suite with trey ceilings, his and her closet,. separate
shower. iacu//i tub and double vanity sinks.

Price reduced to $199,900!
241 Lover's Lane • Almo
If you are looking for a little room to roam here is the
place for you. Approximately 5 acres with a pond and
lots of treas. Cute little 2 bedroom, I bath home is the
fixer upper's dream. Come on in and make owning
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National Football League
All Times EST
American Conference
East
W
L T Pct
8 3 0 727
New England
6
5
0 545
NY Jets
5 6 0 455
Buffalo
3 8 0 273
Miami
South
W
L T Pct
8 3 0 727
Houston
6 5 0 545
Tennessee
3 8 0 273
Jacksonville
0 11 0 000
Indianapolis
North
W
L T Pct
Baltimore
8 3 0 727
8 3 0 727
Pittsburgh
7 4 0 636
Cincinnati
4 7 0 364
Cleveland
West
W
L T Pct
7 4 0 636
Oakland
Denver
6 5 0 545
4 7 0 364
Kansas City
4 7 0 364
San Diego
National Conference
East
W
L T Pct
7 4 0 636
Dallas
6 5 0 545
N.Y. Giants
4 7 0 364
Philadelphia
4
7 0 364
Washington
South
W
L T Pct
New Orleans
8 3 0 727
7 4 0 636
Atlanta
4 7 0 364
Tampa Bay
Carolina
3 8 0 273
North
W
L T Pct
11
0 01.000
Green Bay
7 4 0 .636
Chicago
7 4 0 636
Detroit
Minnesota
2 9 0 .182
West
W
L T Pct
9 2 0 818
San Francisco
4 7 0 364
Seattle
4 7 0 364
Arizona
2 9 0 _182
St. Louis

22.58 Hal Dr. - Briarcrest Subdivision
New Construi:talc. 3 hednxim 2 1/2 baths 2 car garage. Hardwood

It \ 12111

4
11
10
12
13
21
15
14
16
17
-19
18
24
8
—
20
25

8. UConn
9 Wisconsin
10. Florida
11 Xavier
12 Alabama
13. Missouri
14 Michigan
15 Kansas
16 Marquette
17 Pittsburgh
18 UNLV
19 Gonzaga
20 Vanderbilt
21 Mississippi St.
22 Memphis
23 Saint Louis
24 California
25. Texas A&M

Check Out These Great Homes

Pal Chem
.17,213-93Iti

6-11.055
6-01.045
4-11.040
4-0 982
7-0 912
6-0 746
5-1 681
3-2676
5.0637
5-1 537
7-0535
4-0 525
5-1 482
7-1 277
2-2 269
6-0 149
5-1 121
4-1 115

Prep Boys Basketball
Monday
Reidland 53, Murray High 45
St Mary 73 Lyon Co 50
Crittenden Co. 58 Community Christian
42
Fulton Co. 87, Chnstian Fellowship 42
Graves Co 66, Hickman Co 47
Livingston Central 68, Hopkins Co
Central 59
Today
Union City (Tenn ) at Calloway Co ,
730 pm
Marshall Co at Ballard Memorial. 7:30
p.m.
Lone Oak at Fulton Co., 7:30 p.m_
Fulton City at Reidland, 7:30 p.m.
Carlisle Co at St Mary. 7:45 p.m

USA Today/ESPN Coaches Poll
Top 25
Record Pts Pvs
1. Kentucky (22) 6-0 765 2
2. Ohio State (8) 6-0 748 3
6-0 701
5
3. Syracuse (1)
4_ Duke
7-0 691 6
5 North Carolina 5-1 628 1
6 Louisville
5-0 620 7
7 Wisconsin
6-0 530 11
8 Baylor
5-0 509 10
9 Florida
4-1 493 9
6-1 456 4
10 Connecticut
11 Xavier
4-0 447 12
7-0 443 13
12 Alabama
13 Missouri
6-0 356 21
14 Kansas
3-2 342 14
15 Michigan
5-1 310 15
5-0 309 17
16 Marquette
17 Pittsburgh
5-1 287 16
4-0 248 19
18 Gonzaga
5-1 200 22
19 Vanderbilt
7-0 186 NR
20 UNLV
2-2 145 8
21 Memphis
5-0 104 25
22 Creighton
23 California
5-1 98 18
24 Mississippi State7-1 86 NR
6-0 78 NR
25. Saint Louis

Ohio State names Meyer coach
what capacity.
Ohio State athletic director
Gene Smith said his first conversation with Meyer about the
coaching job was by phone on
Nov. 20. The two met face-to- face three days later.
"There's a right time for certain leaders," he said. "This is the
right time for Urban Meyer to
lead this football team.... He gets
it."
Meyer spent six years at
Florida, winning national titles in
2006 and 2008. He spent his year
away from coaching working as
an analyst for ESPN and watching his two daughters play volleyball for their college teams.
Former Ohio State coach
Earle Bruce gave Meyer his first
college coaching job in 1986 and
remained a close friend and confidant through the years. He said
he had no concerns about
Meyer's health.
"Well, if he'd had a heart
attack and his heart was bad, I'd
be worried about that," the 80year-old Bruce said. "I'm not
worried that he was stressed out
over the game of football because
he was thinking too much and not
doing some things (exercising)
that 'would have kept him
straight. I think he got everything
back under control by sitting out
a year. I think he missed football.
And he's good at it."
Meyer met with the team on
Monday before his news conference and said he was impressed
with the players' enthusiasm.
Meyer takes over a program
that is likely facing NCAA sanctions and was crippled by the
forced resignation of Tressel. The
Buckeyes completed their only
season under Fickell with a 40-34
loss to Michigan on Saturday that
snapped a seven-game winning
streak against their rivals.
Tressel was forced out for
knowing but not telling his superiors that Buckeyes players likely
broke NCAA rules by taking cash
and free or discounted tattoos
from the subject of a federal
drug-trafficking investigation.
In 10 seasons as a head coach

State Auto
Insurance

Van Haverstork

COLLEGE FOOTBALL

By RUSTY MILLER
AP Sports Writer
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
Urban Meyer is back on familiar
turf, fit and rarin' to go as Ohio
State's new football coach.
Without question, he'd like to
add to the national titles and success he had at Florida — only this
time with a better ending: No
burnout.
A match that seemed obvious
for months was made Monday,
when the Buckeyes hired Meyer
to take over a glamour program
struggling through a year of wellpublicized NCAA violations.
Meyer resigned as Gators
coach after last season, citing
health concerns and a desire to
spend more time with his family.
"A year ago in my mind I was
convinced I was done coaching,"
the 47-year-old said.
He's now convinced he can
balance a healthy life,and a highpressure job.
"I had a health scare a couple
of years ago that made me sit
back, reflect," Meyer said of
heart and stress problems. "I didn't feel right. But I feel fantastic
now."
He did, though, yearn to be
back on the sideline at the
Horseshoe.
"If not for the coaching position at Ohio State, I would not
have coached this year," said
Meyer, who grew up in
Ashtabula, Ohio, about 200 miles
away from campus.
Meyer will become one of the
highest-paid coaches in college
football, along with Alabama's
Nick Saban and Oklahoma's Bob
Stoops and Texas' Mack Brown.
He was given a six-year contract
that pays $4 million annually,
plus another $2.4 million total in
"retention payments." He also
can qualify for supplemental
bonuses.
Interim coach Luke Fickell.
who took over when Jim Tressel
was forced out for breaking
NCAA rules, will coach the
Buckeyes (6-6) in their bowl
game. Meyer will keep him on as
an assistant but declined to say in
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